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ABSTRACT

This thesis tests some of the early (Easton and Hess,
1960; Greenstein, 1965) findings of political socialization
research and compares them with a sample of students sur
veyed in a different time period and location. Political
interest, political knowledge, partisan attachment, poli
tical attitudes and sources of political learning are
examined.
This thesis is based on a survey of 825 seventh-grade
students in two public schools in Virginia carried out in
the spring of 1968. One school was located in Fairfax
County and the other in Henrico County.
Many of the early socialization findings do not hold
in this different context. This is attributed to the fact
that the acquisition of political orientations is heavily
influenced by the "historical times," the locale in which
the socialization is occurring and the sub-group to which
the recipient belongs.

vii

POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION:
A STUDY IN THE ACQUISITION OF POLITICAL ORIENTATIONS

CHAPTER I
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION

The last two decades in the United States have been
noted for a great concern with the "youth culture."

As

the children born in the post-war "baby boom" grow up,
their sheer numbers have had a noticeable effect on the
culture and life style.

The political scene within the

United States has also felt their influence both as voters
(with the passage of the Twenty-sixth Amendment in 1971)
and as vocal lobbyists.

Popular contemporary literature

has tagged the students of the late 1950's and the early
1960's as the "silent generation" and the students of the
late 1960’s and early 1970's as the "protest generation."
Within each time period, however, there has been wide var
iation in the political views held by young people.

Even

in the "silent 50's" there were students involved in pro
test and in the 60's many students chose not to be involved
in the protest movement.
Why is one decade marked by student silence and
another decade remembered because of student unrest?

Why

do such great individual political differences occur within
any generation?

It would be impossible to find a simple

answer to these complex questions, but because such
2
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extremes have been evident, attention and interest have
been focused on the subject of how young people acquire
their political orientations.
The Study of Political Socialization
The process through which political ideas are formed
has come to be known as political socialization.

Many

political theorists and researchers have attempted to pro
vide a comprehensive definition of what political sociali
zation involves.

Typically Easton and Dennis (1969, p. 7)

define political socialization as "those developmental
processes through which persons acquire political orienta
tions and patterns of behavior."

This definition, although

intentionally vague, is satisfactory because it explains
political socialization as a neutral process without set
ting forth its agents or its consequences.

These omissions

are consistent with the dynamic nature of political
socialization.

The agents and the consequences of this

socialization will depend on the circumstances in which it
occurs.
It has long been believed that the maintenance of any
political society depends on its ability to encourage its
members to internalize certain norms, attitudes, and
behavior.

There has been little question that this accep

tance does not just appear in adulthood, but is a part of a
continuing learning process. This awareness of the early
roots of political behavior is not a new concept.

Civic

training of the young was a primary concern of Plato who
established elaborate systems of education for the young
to maintain the stability of the "Republic" and of Aris
totle who wrote in Politics that "the legislator should
make the education of the young his chief and foremost
concern."
In the twentieth century, as social scientists began
to explore political behavior, interest in the genesis of
political behavior emerged.

As early as the 1920's,

Charles Merriam (1925) edited a cross-cultural study of
political learning based on impressions rather than direct
observation of the developmental processes.

At that time

Merriam spoke out for the need for field research, stating
that the examination of political behavior of children
would be invaluable in scientific understanding of adult
ideas and conduct.
Despite Merriam's urgings, twenty-five years later
there was still almost no research on political socializa
tion.

By this time, however, with the growth of-modern

social psychology, much related research had been conducted
on adult voting behavior and, retrospectively, on its
beginnings in childhood.

Intensive research had also been

conducted on the development of politically related social
behavior of children.

For the most part this scattered

research had not been designed primarily to shed light on
the political process and failed to deal with some of the
most important political orientations, like party

identification.

In 1959 Herbert Hyman reanalyzed the early

studies in terms of their political implications and hypoth
esized that "humans learn their political behavior early
and well and persist in it" (Hyman, 1959, p. 17).
It was not until the late 1950's that the tools of
empirical research were applied directly to political
socialization.

Among the pioneers in this undertaking were

Fred Greenstein at Yale University and David Easton and
Robert Hess at the University of Chicago.

From their ob

servations obtained through interviews and questionnaires
with white, urban elementary-aged school children, they
were able to establish a basic set of hypotheses to be
tested and stimulated scores of contemporary research pro
jects in political socialization (Easton & Hess, 1960;
Greenstein, 1960).
The years since 196 0 have seen a growing interest in
the study of political socialization and a proliferation
of findings.

Greenstein has called political socialization

a "growth stock."

While the fourth edition of the Bio

graphical Directory of the American Political Science
Association in 1961 showed no reference to the study of
political socialization as a specialty, the next edition
published in 1968 showed that 767 members of the associa
tion listed political socialization as one of their
specialties (Greenstein, 197 0, p. 969).

The growth of

academic interest in the field is also shown by the

increased number of articles appearing in professional
journals and the proliferation of books published on the
subject in recent years.
Many of the new studies have been designed to test
the hypotheses established by Easton, Hess, and Greenstein
in different historical time periods and among different
cultures.

Unfortunately, the wide nature of the field of

political socialization enables each study to offer only
limited and qualified conclusions, but jointly these new
studies are increasing our understanding of the political
learning process.
The Importance of Political Socialization
The study of political socialization seems to have
acquired popularity because of its relevance to the prac
tical problems of governing.
Interest in the study of the process of political
socialization is increasing throughout the world.

One con'

tributing factor has been the growth of formal school
systems supervised by the government.

The presence of the

school as an agent of socialization introduces a factor
common to citizens of a given culture, which was not
observable when socialization primarily occurred through
family, peers and the local community.

The existence of

schools also creates the opportunity for political leaders
to control the transmission of politically relevant ideas
and values to a large number of the young. Another factor
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which has increased interest in political socialization
has been the spread of the "participation ethos" among
modern political systems.

The increasing acceptance of the

idea that the legitimacy of a political system is based on
the consent of the members has necessitated the development
of new methods to educate and 'indoctrinate citizens (Koff
& Muhll, 1967, p. 22)--thus, the emergence of the Hitler
youth, the Red Guard in China, and the American Legionsponsored Boys and Girls State in this country.
The primary reason usually given for the importance
of political socialization is that socialization is neces
sary to maintain the stability of a political system.
Unless a society is able to fashion some
bond between a member and its political authori
ties, regime, and political community, no kind
of political system could', possibly endure.
Easton & Dennis (1969, p. 68)
If a political system wishes to maintain itself from one
generation to the next, acceptable political norms, values,
and beliefs must be internalized by each generation and
youth seems to be the time for initiating this learning.
The difficulty, however, lies when there is an expectation J
that political socialization works only to maintain stability.

j

If this interpretation of political socialization

is held, the concept loses its value— neutrality and polit
ical socialization is assumed to have been successful when
society remains stable and faulty when instability occurs.
Too much emphasis on this opens political socialization
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research up to attack by critics such as Lewis Lipsitz who
argue that if studies of political socialization endorse
maintaining the status quo and merely socializing indivi
duals to accept reverent ideas of the state to ensure
stability, they contradict the idea of democracy and the
development of a self relatively free from irrational
obsessions (Lipsitz, 1968, pp. 527-535).
A narrow view of political socialization as a force j

^

for maintaining stability has also been shaken by the

recent times in the United States marked by student unrest
and "generation gaps."

There was nothing to suggest that

the young people in this country had received different
political socialization and yet among a very vocal and
visible segment, change seemed to be more prevalent among
their desires than stability.

Stanley Renshon (1977, p. 5)

warned against the danger in any political socialization
model which confused society's aim for stability with its
ability to achieve stability.

It would appear that the
T —'*.

process of political socialization is not inherently conV
servative or destabilizing but that much depends on the

j

prior state of the political system and the historical
times.
It might be possible that in the socialization of
young people in the United States, new experiences unique
to their times (i.e. affluence, atomic age) have been so
powerful that they outweigh the normal transmission of
political values from generation to generation and instead
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lead to the seeking of new purposes and roles to handle
political challenges.

Thus, political socialization may

not merely achieve attachment to a particular system, but
may result in promoting change within the system or of the
system itself.

If this is true, then political socializa

tion and its study becomes important, not only as a way to
understand current political behavior but as a way to anti
cipate future changes.
Other researchers have gone even further in disclaim
ing any reliance on political socialization to adequately
explain social and political change.

Jennings and Niemi

(1974) advance the idea that social and political changes
are usually caused by strong external forces, i.e. natural
disasters, technological innovations, or military..,
conquests.

According to their reasoning, political

socialization does not explain change, but instead change^
serves as one of the most powerful agents that influence ^
the socialization process.
The research of Jennings and Niemi (1968, 1975) in
noting the presence of both continuity and change in the
political orientations held by parents and their children
attempted to find some reasons for the presence of both.
They established a model of continuity over time and three
causes of discontinuity.

One explanation of discontinuity

involved the presence of different lifecycle effects .
They suggested that since each age period is characterized
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by differing concerns and responsibilities this could be
reflected in different political outlooks.

It would be

expected, however, that changes between adults and chil
dren based on life cycle differences would decrease as^the
children„„r.eached adulthood and shared more life cycle
similarities with their parents.

Another explanation for

discontinuity in political views was based on generational
differences.

It was argued that since each generation had

their formative experiences during a unique time in history
they would be more similar with others in their same age
bracket than with persons in generations shaped by other
events.

Consistent with the idea of generational differ

ences was the emphasis that although these differences
might be weakened by other forces, such as life cycle or
period effects, they would continue to exist and have an
effect.

A final explanation for change was period effects.

Important events, personalities or trends would be exper
ienced by all the individuals.

Period effects, though

mitigated by forces of life cycle and generational effects,
might operate to cause wholesale changes in political
orientations over those held in previous times (Jennings &
Niemi, 1975, pp. 1317-1319).
Whether political socialization is seen as a force to
maintain stability or to promote change or merely a reac
tion to events, the ultimate interest of the political
scientist has been on what importance the polical sociali
zation process will have on the political behavior of its
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recipients and how their behavior will influence the poli
tical system.
Basic Tenets of Political Socialization
The primary assumption in most political socializa
tion studies is that adult political views and resulting
behavior are not merely assumed full blown upon reaching
adulthood, but are the result of a continuous process of
development.

Although there is universal agreement that

"we do not inherit our politcal behavior, attitudes,
values and knowledge through our genes" (Easton & Dennis,
1969, p. 13) and that the learning process continues
throughout a lifetime, there is great controversy over
which age is the most critical.
When Herbert Hyman wrote in 1959 that "humans learn
their political behavior early and well and persist in it"
(p. 17) he ushered in a period which focused on the young
child.

Based on the theory that predispositions learned

early in life determine how the child responds to the poli
tical world, even infants (Davies, 1977, pp. 142-171) and
pre-schoolers (S. Schwartz, 1975, pp. 229-253) were the
subjects of socialization studies.
Prior to their extensive research, Hess and Easton
conducted a pilot test among Chicago high school students
to determine if there was a substantial difference between
the attitudes of ninth graders and twelfth graders.

Since

they felt little significant change had occurred, they
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decided to direct their study to pre-adolescents (Hess &
Torney, 196 9, p. 9).
From their studies among elementary age students,
Easton and Hess have indicated that in America, political
socialization appears to begin at about/jage three and basi
cally to be completing its initial stage by the age of
They further concluded that by the time a child
reaches the age of seven or eight, his awareness of the
political realm is well developed enough for him to feel
that he has a grasp of the general concept of government.
When students in the Chicago survey were asked, "Some of
you may not be sure what the word government means.

Put an

X if you are not sure," only 27% of the second graders sur
veyed felt some uncertainty about the concept.

This pro

portion declined regularly through the grades until by the
eighth grade only 9% of the respondents indicated this
uncertainty.

The child's early awareness of the political

world is further supported by the responses to a question
in which a distinction must be made between members of the
public and private sectors.

Even for the youngest group

(second graders) surveyed, a majority of the students were
able to distinguish correctly between public and private
workers (Easton & Dennis, 1965, pp. 40-57).
Basing his research on the assumed importance of
early socialization, Greenstein (1965) also confined his
major study to pre-adolescents between the ages of nine and
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thirteen.

While these researchers have been willing to con

cede that the political socialization that has occurred
prior to age thirteen is not based on substantive informa
tion or a high level of political knowledge, they have felt
it was most critical in determining future political dis
positions and behavior.
Since these early studies, there has been an increase
of interest in political socialization beyond the age of
thirteen.

Joseph Adelson and Robert O'Neil (1966) found

great differences between pre-adolescents and adolescents
in the cognitive ability to understand political reasoning
and suggested that studies of younger children were very
limited in value.
A further difficulty in attaching much significance
to studies of young children has been cited by Pauline
Vaillancourt (1973, pp. 373-389).

She documented great

instability in attitudes among young children when mea
sured in a three-wave test over six months.

Her research

raised the probability that a large number of young students are showing momentary predispositions rather than
enduring attitudes^ Howard Tolley (197 3) suggested that
surveyed students might indeed not really have attitudes
prior to an attempt to answer the surveyor's questions.
The events of the last decade in which the children
of the age group measured in the early 60's showing very
positive attitudes toward the government (Easton & Hess,
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1960; Greenstein, 1965) were involved in much political
protest a few years later has raised further questions
about the effects or importance of early socialization.
Noting that the early agents of socialization cannot possi
bly anticipate all that will be encountered in later life,
new attention has focused on both the adolescent years when
more political knowledge is acquired and the adult years
when one's position within a political system is estab
lished (Jaros, 1973, pp. 57-7 6; Jennings & Niemi, 197 4;
Sigel, 1970, pp. 427-433, 1977, pp. 259-293).
It becomes clear that political socialization is
occurring at all ages and that different ages may be impor
tant for the acquisition of different political orienta
tions.

If one is interested in learning of political

pre-dispositions and early attachments to authorities and
political parties, then the younger years seem the most
fertile ground.

If one is interested in attitudes grounded

in more accurate knowledge and life experiences, then later
years should be studied.
Another area that has attracted interest in the study
of political socialization is how learning occurs.

Although

the findings in answer to this question are very tenuous,
assumptions are usually made that political learning can be
acquired through what Sigel (1965, p. 5) refers to as
deliberate teaching or incidental exposure or what Jennings
and Niemi (1968, p. 202) refer to as direct or indirect

transmission.

Deliberate teaching may include formalized

instruction as presented in the schools' civic education
program or informally as through lectures or talks with
someone such as a parent.

Although this deliberate teach

ing does seem to exert an influence, Sigel (1965, p. 6)
speculates that incidental learning, such as overhearing
adult political conversations or learning the party regis
tration of a favorite teacher, has a more lasting effect
on the acquisition of political ideas and behavior.

Inci

dental learning may include both politically relevant
lessons and the learning of social values with political
potential.
Evidence suggests that within the political sociali
zation process the immediate environment (i.e. home or
school in which socialization takes place) may have a
strong influence on future political behavior (Mayerson,
1965).

A child must receive not only political information,

but also the proper skills to enable him to participate in
the political system.

A child's immediate environment,

especially the family and others within close contact, »
helps shape his personality and pej^tmadA^ty in turn con-^i
-

I

tributes to perception, formulation and articulation of — *
political attitudes and behavior (Renshon, 1975, pp. 29-87;
Schwartz, 1975, pp. 96-124; Sigel, 1965, pp. 1-9).

The

environment offers further influence on political sociali
zation as will be discussed in greater detail in later
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chapters in that the time during which socialization is
occurring provides unique experiences or "period effects"
(Jennings & Niemi, 1975) and these influence the formation
of political and social values (Inglehart, 1971).
At this time there are very few assumptions about
political socialization which are universally accepted.

As

additional research is completed, more questions continue
to be raised than answered.

Stanley Renshon (1977, p. 9)

has reflected on this dilemma by suggesting that political
socialization studies are always looking for generalized
or universal laws which may not exist.

This can lead to

the hypothesis that possibly the most important tenet of
political socialization is that it depends greatly on the
specific conditions (i.e. historical time and environment)
in which it takes place.

CHAPTER II
OBJECTIVES AND MECHANICS OF THE VIRGINIA STUDY

It was the original purpose of the Virginia study to
add further research to what in 1968 could still be
referred to as "the relatively limited amount of data
available on political socialization."

Because of the

lapse of time between the conduct of the study (1968) and
the writing of the analysis (1978) the author is presented
with some methodological problems, but also unexpected
opportunities for comparisons.

As designed the study was

to provide a further test of theories presented in several
of the major studies of political socialization.

As ex

plained in the previous chapter, just because a hypothesis
on political socialization is satisfactorily supported in
one or even several studies does not mean that it has to be
universally and eternally true.
It was one of the purposes of this study to compare
the findings with those of the major political socializa
tion studies of Greenstein (1965) and Easton and Hess (1960)
to see if their hypotheses would apply in a different time
and in a different location (responses used in the Virginia
study were gathered nearly ten years later than in their
studies). The second objective in the Virginia study was
17
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to try to test new hypotheses which might contribute to a
better understanding of the process of childhood political
socialization.
Utilizing the Virginia study, an attempt will be made
to learn the following information:

(1) level of student

interest in the political world; (2) level of student know
ledge of United States government; (3) student orientation,
favorable or unfavorable, toward the political system and
political figures;

(4) the source of political information,

partisan choice and political attitudes; and (5) subgroup
differences on the first four dimensions.

We will focus

on the interrelationship among the level of political in
formation, political attitudes and the primary source of
political learning.
Hypotheses
The interest of young people in the political world
is greatly determined by the environment in which they are
socialized.

When dramatic political events are occurring

and are documented by the news media, they are frequently
discussed by the public.

During these times the interest

that young people show in the political world will be
higher than in other historical times which are not charac
terized by major political happenings (Sigel & Brookes,
1974).

Another feature of the environment that will affect

the political interest level of young people is the general
concern and involvement in the political world exhibited by
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the adults with whom they are in direct contact, especially
parents (Key,.1967; Kornberg, Smith & Bromley, 1969; Jen
nings & Niemi, 1974).

Where adults in a community show

high, political concern, interest will be high among the
young people.
Another hypothesis to be tested is that there are
certain recurring patterns in the way students develop
their political knowledge.

Children often form attitudes

without knowledge (Sears, 1975).

Usually young people

learn about more viable objects (national government and
individual political leaders) before they learn about other
state government and political institutions (Easton &
Dennis, 1969; Greenstein, 1965; Hess & Torney, 1967).
Within the affective realm it is expected that stu
dents will exhibit mainly positive attitudes toward the
political world, as they have done consistently in earlier
studies (Easton & Dennis, 1969; Easton & Hess, 1960; Green
stein, 1965, 1975;.Hess & Torney, 1967); but these attitudes
will be affected by the historical times (Abramson, 1972;
Artherton, 1974, 1975; Hersey & Hill, 1975; Sears, 1975;
Tolley, 1973).

Given the more cynical times, the atti

tudes of the Virginia respondents will probably be less
positive than those recorded among students in the 1950's
and early 19 60's and more positive than those recorded
among students in the late 1960's and early 1970's.
It is expected that many sources will be influential
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in the political socialization of young people.

The influ

ence of each source will vary according to the age of the
recipient, the orientation being socialized, the strength
of the source, and the historical times in which the
socialization is occurring (Jennings, Langton & Niemi,
1968; Jennings & Niemi, 1974; Sears, 1975).

Generally,

however, parents should be most important in the political
socialization of pre-adolescents in political attitudes and
partisan choices.

Given their knowledge function, school

and teachers will probably be the strongest force in the
acquisition of political information (Connell, 1972; Greenstein, 1965; Hess & Torney; Hyman, 1959; Jennings & Niemi,
1974) .
Students who demonstrate higher interest will proba
bly also show higher information levels.

The information

level, in turn, could affect the attitudes shown toward
government.

Students with more knowledge, having a more

realistic and sophisticated view toward government, will
probably be less idealizing and more negative in their
feelings toward the political world.
Among the surveyed students the sub-groupings of sex
and social-economic status will also lead to differences in
political orientations.

Consistent with earlier studies,

boys will probably show higher interest and more knowledge
than girls, given the lower level of political sophistica
tion of females and their greater idealizing of the
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political world (Easton & Dennis, 1969; Greenstein, 1965;
Hess & Torney, 1967; Hymen, 1959).

In the light of recent

revisions in female roles these sex differences will not be
as pronounced as they have been in the past (Orum, Cohen,
Grasmuck & Orum, 1974).
Children from upper social-economic backgrounds have
traditionally had higher interest and more information than
students from lower social-economic backgrounds.

This has

led to greater idealization of government among the lower
Social-Economic Status (SES) groups (Easton & Dennis, 1969;
Greenstein, 1965; Hess & Torney; 1967; Langton, 1969;
Tolley, 1973).

However, it is expected that with the pro

liferation of news the view of the government held by
children in the lower social-economic grouping will have
become less idealizing and more negative and their informa
tion level higher than in earlier times (Abramson, 1972;
Sears, 1975).
A recurring theme which will run throughout the paper
is that "historical times" have an influence on political
socialization.

It is difficult to prove that the time

period during which one is living affects the way a person
internalizes political orientations and it is too easy to
use "the times" as a catch-all for all unexplained dif
ferences between studies.

When controlling for other

factors, Sigel and Brooks (1974) found "the times" the best
explanation of differences in the politicalization of young
people.

Abramson (1972) could not explain exactly how "the
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times" or "period effects" exerted influence but noted
that they seemed to be the most plausible reason for
changes in black attitudes after 1967.

What within dif

ferent "historical times" might cause differences in
political socialization?

Since no young person develops

political orientations in a vacuum, each person is affected
by external influences.

Among the strongest external forces

that might affect both the young person and other agents
with whom he is in contact are political events, i.e. elec
tions, depressions, wars, and assassinations and the reac
tions of others to these events.

With the wider

dissemination of news, the political world is now brought
very close to most young people.

In recent years while

eating dinner to the six o'clock news reports from Vietnam,
watching instant replays of the political assassinations
and hearing daily reports on Watergate, it would have been
hard for any individual not to have been exposed to and
affected by the events of the times.

In times of relative

political calm, optimism and consensus such as the Eisen
hower and Kennedy years, it is likely that the major images
of government projected to receptive young people were of
continuity and trust.

By contrast, during times such as

1968, when the Virginia survey was conducted, news was
reported almost daily of new political events, tragedies
and disagreements.

It seems likely that these two very

different political times would produce young people with
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different perceptions of political reality.

This view has

been supported in the research of Abramson (1972) and
Jennings and Niemi (1975).

The "times," therefore, as it

is used throughout the paper refers to the political happen
ings and the resulting effects on individuals that occur
during unique "historical times."
It is possible to compare the results of this 1968
Virginia study with both earlier and later political
socialization studies.

It is hoped that with such an

opportunity to examine responses during several historical
time periods, it will be possible to better determine which
hypotheses are dependent on the times and the environment
in which socialization occurs.

Through such an analysis

it might also be possible to notice certain trends exist
ing in political socialization.

If this has occurred, it

will help shed light on how the accompanying times have
affected socialization and make possible some tentative
speculation on the directions for political socialization
in the future.
The Setting of the Virginia Study
Seventh grade public school students comprised the
sample for this study.

Earlier studies had already

revealed that by the time the student has reached the age
of thirteen some of the most basic political orientations
are already present (Adelson & O'Neil, 1966; Easton &
Dennis, 1969; Greenstein, 1965) and the majority of
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seventh grade students are between the ages of twelve and
thirteen.
The time during which the study was conducted was
particularly important since it was the Spring of 1968, a
time which was unusually marked by the occurrence of drama
tic political happenings.

During the time of working with

the students in some phase of the study, presidential pri
maries were taking place in preparation for the following
November election.

It was during this time that President

Lyndon Johnson announced his decision not to seek reelection.

Johnson's televised announcement occurred on the

night prior to the verbal interviewing of eight students.
This period in time was also marked by the assassinations
of Dr. Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy.

The death

of Robert Kennedy occurred on the day prior to the adminis
tration of the questionnaire to 48 5 students at Luther
Jackson school in Fairfax County.

It is quite probable

that the tremendous impact of these events made the young
people in the study more politically aware and concerned
than they might have been otherwise.
The survey was conducted among 825 students in the
public school system of the state of Virginia.

The stu

dents involved in the study attended schools in two very
different parts of the state.

One group (515) were stu

dents at Luther Jackson Intermediate School in Fairfax
County, Virginia.

The location of the school in its close
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proximity to Washington, D.C. made it a suburban residen
tial area for many commuters who were employed in govern
ment jobs.

This would certainly be likely to make the

students more political in their orientation.

Because the

school had prepared a lengthy description of the school,
student body, and community the previous year as a partial
fulfillment for the requirements of accreditation, much
information was available.
The school was located in Fairfax County, the most
heavily populated political sub-division in Virginia at the
time and it was considered one of the fastest growing coun
ties in the nation.

The students, in general, came from

middle, upper-middle and upper class homes and neighbor
hoods, but pockets of lower-economic families were in
evidence in the community even though they were a. definite
minority.

A study of the occupational status of the

parents of the school's students revealed that almost onehalf (47.6%) of the fathers were employed in occupations
of a professional-technical nature.

In addition 13.3% of

the fathers were classified in managerial, official or pro
prietorship roles, while another 15.2% held commissions in
the armed services.

These three areas represented a total

of 76.1% of the school's population.

Of the remaining

fathers, 14.3% held positions as craftsmen, foremen, or
other skilled workers.

Among the students the average mean

I.Q. was 110.30 which ranks somewhat above the national
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norms.

The other distinctive factor about the students in

Fairfax County was their geographic mobility.

Nineteen

percent of the students had lived outside of the United
States and 57% of the students had lived outside of the
state of Virginia (Faculty of Luther Jackson, 1967, pp.
1-8) .

The rest of the seventh graders in the study (310)
were students at Tuckahoe Junior High in Henrico County, a
suburb of Richmond, Virginia.

There was no statistical

information available on the community and the students at
this school as was available at the former school so the
discussion must be limited to observations based upon the
author’s experience as a teacher for one year in this
school (1964-1965) and later discussions with the faculty
and the administration of the school.

Tuckahoe school was

located in a relatively new suburb where most of the fami
lies were of above-average economic resources.

Since the

author had taught in both schools, it was possible to
observe a striking similarity in the general economic back
ground of the students and in their intellectual capabili
ties and attainments.

The major observable differences

existed in the communities in which the students lived.

The

students in the Fairfax County school because of their geo
graphic proximity to Washington, D.C. had a much closer and
often more personal contact with government, especially the
national government, than did the students in Henrico
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County.

While a majority of students in both schools were

from upper to middle income backgrounds within the Fairfax
school boundary, pockets of poverty existed that were not
found in the Henrico school area.

Although both schools

had some students from lower-economic backgrounds, the
lower-income group in Fairfax County was probably more
economically disadvantaged than the lower-income group in
Henrico.

One other difference was that the schools in

Fairfax had undergone a recent county-wide desegregation
effort and each school, including the school in the survey,
had a student body comprised of 11% black students.

At

the time of the survey there were no black students in the
school in Henrico County.

A final difference was that the

students in the Fairfax County school had experienced more
geographic mobility than their Henrico'counterparts. Sixtythree percent of the surveyed students in Fairfax had lived
at least one year outside of the state of Virginia, but
only 29% of the Henrico students had lived for that length
of time outside of Virginia.
The social studies curriculum in both schools was
very similar.

All the students, by state law, were re

quired to study Virginia history, geography and government
in the seventh grade.

Most of the teachers, however, had

not reached the unit on state government at the time the
questionnaires were administered.

Although the curriculum

had not required the instruction of civics or government
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to these students when they had been in lower grades, many
of them had been exposed to some explanation of the nation
al government operation from either formal class instruc
tion or discussion of current events.

Basically, however,

in the seventh grade, the students had not received formal
classroom exposure to the study of government since it was
not formally provided for until the later high school
years.
The Administration of the Virginia Study
The first step in the study involved the preliminary
interviewing of eight students, individually, from the
Fairfax school.

It was the purpose of the fifteen-minute

interviews to give the students a chance to express them
selves without the limits imposed by a written question
naire and to learn enough about their general level of
political awareness to design an appropriate survey.
Although there were variances in their responses, the stu
dents as a group showed a reasonably thorough basic
understanding of government and the beginnings of very
definite opinions on the evaluation of political leaders
and on party differences.
The next step was the preparation of the question
naire and its administration as a pre-test to 30 Fairfax
students.

From the pre-test and discussion with the

students after they had taken the pre-test, it was possible
to discover that the questionnaire could be taken in from
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fifteen to thirty minutes and offered no real problems to
the seventh grader to understand.
The final test was given to 825 students--515 in Fair
fax and 310 in Henrico.

All tests were administered by the

researcher with only the explanation "I want to get your
opinions on some matters to help me in writing a paper" and
no clue was given to the fact that it involved politics.
The test was given to the students while they were in
groups of approximately thirty and all seventh graders who
were'in attendance were surveyed at each school.

The

researcher was able to spend some time with most of the
seventh-grade social studies teachers discussing the amount
of time which the individual instructor had discussed
government, political or related matters with the students.
The Instrument
The

questionnaire consisted of both open-ended and

multiple-choice questions and many of the questions were
drawn directly from the Greenstein (1965) or Easton and
Hess (1960) studies.

The questions were structured to

gather information on the respondents1 level of political
interest, amount of political knowledge, feelings

toward

the political world and the source of these political
orientations.

The variables with which the data was

studied were sex and social economic status.

Within the

total survey it was simple to identify that 48% of the
respondents were male and 52% were female.

Classifying
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students as to (SES) was not as clear cut.

Since the

schools would not furnish this information for individual
children and since neighborhood housing patterns, as used
by Greenstein (1965) were not consistent, it was necessary
to rely on the written description of each student as to
father's occupation.

Twenty-four percent of the students

either did not answer the question or their responses were
impossible to categorize into the headings of non-manual
and manual used for the other students.

It is also possi

ble that there could be further problems both in the stu
dents 1 accuracy of descriptions and in the researcher's
efforts to fit the responses into categories of non-manual
and manual.

Non-manuals included professionals, managers,

proprietors, and commissioned officers in the military.
Manuals included craftsmen, foremen, sales personnel,
skilled workers and enlisted military personnel.

In spite

of the fact that there exists such a large margin for
inaccuracy, there is some comfort from the fact that the
Fairfax report (1967) lists 76.1% of the school's popula
tion in the first category and 14.3% in the latter.

Table

2.1 shows the SES breakdown of assignables in the Virginia
study.

Considering that the Virginia data only includes

students that it was possible to assign to groupings and
that the Fairfax figures included all students, the statis
tics seem to fall into reasonably similar categories on
SES grouping.
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TABLE 2.1
Virginia Survey SES Background
Fairfax

Henrico

Total

Non-Manual

83%

79%

81%

Manual

17%

21%

19%

N=363

N=269

N=632

There are some methodological problems in this paper
which should be acknowledged. Some of these difficulties
are shared in common with other political socialization
research.

The paper and pen questionnaire is the most

practical and often only method available that can be used
for information gathering about school-aged children, but
it has many flaws.

In spite of giving verbal warnings such

as "this is not a test," it has been noted that there is
often the tendency of respondents to give what they per
ceive as the correct response.

This might lead to highly

favorable evaluations of authority figures or inflated
indications of future plans to vote because it is perceived
that these are "proper" answers (Greenstein, 1975; Knutsen,
1974).

Fixed-choice questions can offer additional prob

lems in often not anticipating all the possible responses
and thus forcing students into choosing answers that do not
necessarily reflect their views, i.e. no listing for Inde
pendents on party choice might lead a student into just
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selecting either political party rather than indicate a
"don't know" (Renshon, 1977),

It has been observed

(Greenstein, 1975) that students sometimes interpret both
the question and the possible answers differently than the
researcher intended so that their answers do not reflect
their true responses. Open-ended questions have the advan
tage of allowing the respondent greater freedom to respond
but the analysis of responses can cause problems of misin
terpretation by the coder (Greenstein, 1975).

Since the

written questionnaire was the primary tool used in this
survey it is subject to all of these flaws, but an attempt
was made to minimize these problems by using a variety of
questions, both fixed-response and open-ended and by using
interviews with students and teachers.
Unique problems are faced by this paper, however,
because of the time lapse between the actual study and the
analysis.

The intervening years have brought forth new

suggestions in methodology concerning the triangulation of
methods such as the semi-projective technique (Greenstein,
1975) and the need to test for stability (Vaillancourt,
1973) which would have undoubtedly improved the quality of
the Virginia research if used.

It has caused further diffi

culty in that the survey was geared to gather information
on very general predispositions at a time when there was
little published work to support or disprove the earlier
studies.

Some of the questions are now very dated and
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contemporary research has moved into more specific areas
of political socialization, but this paper will still be
primarily concerned with broad areas and possible trends.
It is hoped, however, that the unique opportunities
which this paper has will outweigh the problems.

The Vir

ginia study was conducted during an unusual and a dramatic
political time, and it will be of interest to see how the
nature of "the times'1 seems to be reflected in the responses
of the young students.

The two communities in which the

survey was conducted also offer some interesting contrasts,
and it could be of value to learn something of how such
environmental differences affect the formation of political
orientations in young people.

The major strength of the

study might be found in the opportunity it offers to com
pare results with both earlier and later studies to see if
there are discernible trends in the examined areas of
political socialization.

CHAPTER III
THE EARLIEST ATTACHMENT TO THE POLITICAL SYSTEM:
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ATTITUDES TOWARD POLITICAL AUTHORITY
It has already been emphasized that political social
ization involves the process of learning political norms,
values, and behavior.

Since this process has its origins

in childhood, the child's initial awareness of the politi
cal world is vital.

It seems reasonable to assume that

this earliest attachment is directed towards the most visi
ble part of the political system, political authorities.
This chapter will examine other studies on this phase of
political socialization.
considered:

The following questions will be

Why is the development of attitudes toward

political authority important?

What are the nature of

children's early attitudes toward political authority?
What are the sources of attitudes toward political
authority?
The Importance of the Development of Attitudes
Toward Political Authority
For most children initial contact with the political
system comes through an awareness of and identification
with political authority figures.

This early tendency to

see government in a personalized manner was supported in
34
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the research of Easton and Hess.

When students were asked

to choose from a list of ten symbols

the two which best

represented what their government was, the favorite
choices of the younger children were George Washington and
President Kennedy.

It was only with maturity that the sym

bols chosen shifted from their early personal nature to
institutional responses such as Congress and voting (Easton
& Dennis, 1965, p. 45).
Other researchers have argued that this tendency of
the young child to focus on the personal symbols is not the
result of learning but rather from the tendency of children
to zero in on a personal representative of the system, i.e.
a doctor or principal or President, because of the child's
limited capabilities at the abstract reasoning necessary to
comprehend institutions (Hess & Torney, 1967, p. 37).
The President is the most visible of all political
authority figures.

In Greenstein's New Haven study (1965,

p. 32) among the youngest students surveyed (fourth
graders) 96% were able to identify the current President
and Hess and Easton found that 95% of the second graders
could name the President (Hess, 1963, p. 542).

Hess also

suggested that visibility of the foremost political author
ity figure was not unique in the United States.

He cited

surveys among seven, eight and nine year olds that
revealed that in Puerto Rico 80% of the children could
identify that country's leading political figure and 84%
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could identify the foremost political figure in Australia.
A similar study in Japan indicated that 82% recognition of
the leading political figure existed among surveyed stu
dents there.

These studies led Hess to conclude that early

identification of a

national leader is a universal trend

in young people and he attempted to explain its more appar
ent prevalence in the United States as the results of the
accessibility of mass communication to U. S. young people
(Hess, 1963, pp. 542-559).
Sears (1975) has questioned that there is something
innate that makes it necessary for children to initially
identify with political systems through a singular leader.
In support of his argument he cites a study conducted in
Australia by Connell (1971) that revealed that Australian
children were more familiar with the United States Presi
dent than with their own national leader.

Sears also

notes that in a study of Canadian children (Pammet, 1971)
the respondents knew more about the country's Parliament
than about the Prime Minister.

Sears theorizes that the

child's tendency to first see the government in highly per
sonalized terms is not due to psychological needs, but
rather to the particular political system with which he is
dealing and the visibility and popularity of the leader.
It would appear that the tendency of children to
personalize government has enough contradictions to dis
prove its basis in any universal nature of children.

The
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few exceptions cited, however, do not disprove that most
American children first understand government in person
alized terms.

This might be both because of the children’s

own limitations at abstract conceptualizations and because
of the tendency among American adults to teach about gov
ernment through single figures rather than institutions.
The belief in the importance of attitudes developed
toward political authority rests on the assumption that the
President, being visible, is a symbol of all government.
This model elaborated by Easton and Dennis (1969) theorizes
that initially all others are seen only in terms of their
relationship to the President.

Even when a child matures

in his political orientations, his early image of the
President sets a pattern of role expectations that will be
reflected in other political attitudes and attachments.
If the stability of a political system often depends
on its ability to socialize its members to identify with
the system, and if this identification, at least in the
United States, usually comes first through attachment to
the President, early attitudes toward the President may
have a long-range effect on how maturing members of one
political system develop attachments to the system.

With

out positive feeling toward these symbols, it might be
difficult for maturing children to relate meaningfully to
the political system.
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However, this theory is not unanimously accepted.

A

dissenting argument is presented by David Sears (197 5).
In his research with United States black students in 1971
he found them to be considerably more negative toward
authority figures such as the police and President than
were their white counterparts, but the black students were
not found to be less supportive of the government, in gen
eral, than were the white students.

He also cites a study

by Engstrom (1970) in which a benevolent perception of
police was related to'compliance with the law among white
children, but not necessarily among black students.

These

findings offer a counter to Easton and Hess and point out
the fallacy in any idea that universally young people need
early positive feeling to political authority to later sup
port the system does not take note of the influence of the
times, the personality of the leader and the uniqueness of
the children being socialized.

The findings among the

black students do not, however, totally destroy the Easton
and Dennis contention because the experience for the minor
ity students might be unusual enough that the theory might
still apply if tested among white students.

The black

exceptions, however, point out the invalidity of the Eas
ton and Dennis theory that aims at universality.
The Nature of Developing Attitudes
Toward Political Authority
For most children the development of early attach-
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merits to political figures is not based upon a rational
process.

These first images are based on affective know

ledge and only later does cognitive information contribute
to the orientation.

This emotional process enables the

child to develop affective feelings toward the Presidency
long before concrete information
perceived.

Greenstein

about the office is

(1961, p. 650) revealed in his New

Haven study that less than 30% of the fourth graders sur
veyed were able to give meaning to their general awareness
of the existence of the President, but at the same time
98% of the same students evaluated the President favorably.
Against an early affective background it would appear that
the child is free to devise and revise his cognitive image
of the President, political authorities, and the government.
The most striking feature to come from the major early
political socialization studies (Easton & Dennis, 1969;
Greenstein, 1965; Hess

& Torney, 1967) was the finding that

early attitudes toward

political authority were highly

positive.

Greenstein (1965, p. 33) found that when in a

question in which children were asked to tell which of a
number of adult roles were most important, at every age
level there were more references to the major political
authority figures (the President and the Mayor) than to
other community leaders.

For all three political execu

tives— the Mayor, the Governor and the President--a large
majority of the responses were favorable.
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The data collected by Easton and Hess (I960, pp. 632644) also suggest that children have a very positive image
of the President.

Within the highly positive responses,

it was possible to see certain developmental trends.

Among

the second graders 61% of the students considered the Pres
ident the best person in the world, but among the eighth
graders only 2% gave him this superior rating.

The charac

teristically different responses at grade levels were
judged by the researchers not to be the result of general
disillusionment, but rather the consequence of a more
realistic and mature perception of the Presidency.
These early positive orientations made an interesting
contrast with the adult attitudes toward political
authority.

Public opinion polls provided abundant evi

dence of negative adult attitudes toward specific political
figures, particularly the President.

During the same time

that Greenstein was measuring almost unanimously positive
student responses to the way the President was doing his
job, the American Institute of Public Opinion (Greenstein,
1965, p. 37) on a different but similar question reported
that 58% of the adult population favored the President's
handling of his job and 27% disapproved.
The early researchers reached the conclusion that
children seem to have inherited adult's positive orienta
tions towards political authority, but to have ignored the
negative cues.

Although they recognized that it was
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difficult to establish how children's positive views might
affect future adult political behavior, they speculated
that the positive views learned earliest would be more in
fluential in determining later political behavior than the
later acquired ideas of political cynicism and distrust
that were seen to emerge in young adults (Greenstein, 1965).
The belief that there is something inherent within
the nature of children that causes them to develop early
positive attitudes toward political authority has been under
serious challenge in recent years.

The first wave of crit

icism has come from researchers who, noting the homogeneity
in the background of the respondents in early studies
(Easton and Hess, 1960; Greenstein, 1965),have suggested
that positive idealization of authority might be culture
bound.

A major study in this direction was conducted in

Appalachia (Jaros, Hirsch, Fleron, 1968) among the chil
dren of a sub-culture of poverty and isolation.

In this

area where the political attitudes of the adults were over
whelmingly negative and traditional authority modes, father
or mother, frequently absent, the researchers expected and
found that students were less positive in their political
orientations than the urban, white children previously
tested.

Table 3.1 shows a comparison between the children

of Appalachia in Knox County (Jaros et al., 1968) and the
children in a Chicago study (Easton & Hess, 1960).
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TABLE 3.1
Comparison Between 8th Grade Students in Knox County
and Chicago Area on Views of the President**
Response
l)View of how hard
the Pres. works
compared with
most men

harder
as hard
less hard
Total

2)View of the hon
more honest
esty of the Pres. as honest
compared with
less honest
most men
Total
3)View of the
Pres.1s liking
for people as
compared with
most men

likes most
everybody
likes as many
as most
doesn't like as
many
Total

4)View of the
Pres.'s knowledge
compared with
most men

knows more
knows about same
knows less
Total

5)View of the
Pres. as a
person

best in world
a good person
not a good
person
Total

Knox Co.*

Chicago

35%
24
41

77%
21
3

100%
N=128

100%
N=214

23%
50
27

57%
42
1

100%
N=133

100%
N=214

50%

61%

28

37

22

2

100%
N=125

100%
N=214

45%
33
22

82%
16
2

100%
N=124

100%
N=212

6%
68
26

11%
82
8

100%
N=139

100%
N=211

*Knox County study allowed don't knows and they ran as
high as 30%.
**Table taken from American Political Science Review, June,
1968, p. 568.
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On each category, Table 3.1 shows that the Appalachian
children had less positive views toward the President than
those held by the children in Chicago.

The Appalachian

researchers found negative political feelings toward author
ity evident even among the young and basically unchanged
with age (Jaros, et al., 1968).
Further studies conducted among minority groups
pointed out more divergence from a positive orientation
model.

Research conducted among Mexican-American children

(Garcia, 1973; LaMare, 1974; Sears, 1975) and black chil
dren (Greenberg, 197 0; Liebschutz & Niemi, 1974) found that
while earlier attitudes may be positive, faster declines in
favorable attitudes can be seen among the minority children
as they grow older.

Sears (1975) argues that this supports

the theory that attitudes are more dependent on the envir
onment and general climate in which socialization takes
place rather than on psychological needs of children.

Fur

ther support for this idea comes from Abramson (1972,
pp. 1248-1258) who in noting decreases in the political
trust shown by black children after 1968 concluded that the
changing attitudes were probably less the result of "socialdeprivation" and more the result of "period effects."
Much of the recent literature criticizing early
studies- for noting only positive attitudes has pointed out
that the early studies were conducted in the United States
during a time period (late 1950's and early 1960's) of
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extreme domestic tranquility and Presidential popularity.
In a panel study comparing responses given by children in
1966 and 1968, Sigel and Brookes noted that "the times"
rather than maturation seemed to have made the students
more political.

While the students surveyed in both years

remained positive in their evaluations, there was a notice
able decline in 1968 in positive orientations and a growth
in "don't knows" indicating the beginning of some doubts.
As a result of research conducted during the time of
the United States involvement in the Vietnam conflict
Howard Tolley (1973, pp. 65-69) argued that the model of
the "benevolent leader" (Greenstein, 1960) should be
replaced by the "fallible leader" as young people because
of dramatic political events became more willing to criti
cize the President.

When Tolley compared the responses of

the surveyed children with the results of the Gallup opin
ion poll of adults during the same time, he found that the
children were not higher in their respect or trust of the
President than were the surveyed adults.
During this same time period research conducted by
Sears in 1968 and 1971 found students very lukewarm to
Presidents Johnson and Nixon (Sears, 1975, p. 100).
Research by Pauline Vaillancourt in 1972 (cited in Sears,
1975, p. 100) found students tested on evaluations of
Presidents Johnson and Nixon to be more negative than posi
tive.

Although both of these studies were conducted in
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California they seem consistent with later trends to more
negative attitudes so they appear to reflect more than just
regional views.
During the time of the Watergate revelations, adult
opinions toward political authority reached extreme levels
of cynicism.

For only the third time in the history of the

Gallup poll, the June 1973 poll showed more respondents
disapproved of the President than approved (Greenstein,
1975, p. 1393).
Research conducted among children during this time
revealed the appearance of cynical attitudes (Hershy &
Hill, 1975).

This trend went so far that in a study con

ducted in 1973 among third through fifth-grade upper-income
Boston children the researchers found "children wholly
negative with the once 'benevolent leader1 transformed into
a 'malevolent leader' by the impact of current events and
there can be little doubt that these children have come to
view the President as a figure to be strenuously rejected"
(Artherton, 1974, p. 272).
Artherton also noted that although the cynicism was
most severe when directed toward the President there was a
significant carry over to include negative feelings towards
other politicians thus supporting the old Easton and Dennis
(1969) theory of a spillover of attitudes for the President
to other segments of the political world, but this time for
negative rather than positive attitudes.
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When Artherton (1975) returned for a retest in 1975,
he chose to study students in different suburbs and this
flawed attempts to measure attitudinal change.

In spite

of this handicap, he felt the students were similar enough
to offer a valid comparison and concluded that the level
of negative attitudes toward political authority had de
clined since the turbulent 1973 study.

Even in the new

times of relative political calm there was not a return to
the highly positive idealization of the early 60's.

In

1975 a substantial 30% responded with the most negative
answers possible when asked their opinions of the Presi
dent and politicians, suggesting the presence of a hard
core of children who continued to reject the President as
a positive symbol (Artherton, 1975, p. 482).

While the

youngest children were the closest to returning to the
earlier views of idealization, the older children contin
ued to be as strong in their cynicism as in the 197 3 study
and sometimes even stronger (Artherton, 1975, p. 490).

It

is important to note, however, that the Artherton research
showed the students made clear distinctions in their reac
tions to the President’s personal qualities and performance
capabilities.

While the negativism mentioned applied only

to the President's personal qualities, the students rated
the President very high on leadership and power criteria
(Artherton, 1975, p. 485).
While most recent researchers have contended that
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early studies showing early idealization of political
authority were flawed because of the calmness of the times,
there has been one firm defender of the theory of positive
attitudes.

In a study conducted during the first term of

President Nixon, Fred Greenstein found "most of the 1969-70
American responses reflected little of the political turmoil
of the wider environment in which the respondents had grown
up... considering spontaneous content in their descriptions
of the President" (Greenstein, 1975, p. 1387).

Even though

Greenstein did notedifferences among the responses of black
and white children and among pre- and post-Watergate
respondents, his data presented a portrait of students with
very positive feelings toward the President.

Table 3.2

shows the reactions found in the Greenstein study.
TABLE 3.2
Level of Affect and Idealization Vis-a-vis
Political Roles in Greenstein's Study (1975)**
Responses.
Positive,idealized
Mixed
Negative
Neutral*
Not ascertained
Total

Pre-Watergate
U.S. Blacks U.S. Whites

Post-Watergate
U.S. Whites

32%
4
4
60
0

55%
0
1
43
1

45%
2
5
44
3

100%
N=25

100%
N=8 6

99%
N=55

*Colorless, bland job descriptions
**Table taken from The American Political Science Review,
December, 1975, p. 1384.
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When confronted with open-ended questions, the
respondents in the Greenstein studies in 197 0 and 1973 did
not actually show significant differences in the number men
tioning corruption and bribery in government, but in the
later study references were more specific (Greenstein,
1975).
Greenstein concluded that a model of idealization of
political authority should not be replaced by the other
extreme of a model of antagonism toward political leaders.
Instead he suggested that the nature of the testing instru
ment used in early studies (Greenstein, 1960; Easton and
Hess, 1960) elicited only simplistic answers and distorted
pictures of idealization.

Greenstein concluded that, while

there were in the past and continue to be generally posi
tive feelings among children toward political authority,
the idealization is not so rigid as to preclude the ability
of the children when confronted with concrete situations
(as used in Greenstein's 1975 study) to criticize the
actions of a President.
Sears (1975) found other answers in Greenstein's 1975
study.

Sears suggested that the positive responses shown

by Greenstein during a time when other socialization
studies were reporting such opposite results were the con
sequences of Greenstein's interviewing technique in which
the respondent was asked to explain the President to a
foreign visitor.

Sears theorized that the student would be
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quite likely to underplay the President's bad points to
create a favorable image for a foreign visitor (Sears,
1975, p. 139).
The assumptions made in the early socialization
studies that young people have overwhelmingly positive
feelings toward the government (Easton & Hess, 19 60; Green
stein, 1965) have been disproved in so many later studies
that they can no longer be held to be universally true.
The fatal flaw in the conclusions of these early studies
was in examining a relatively homogeneous group of children
during a time of political calm and then assuming that
their reactions were typical enough to use as a model for
political socialization.

The later studies emphasize that

among numerous groups of young people (Abramson, 1972;
Garcia, 1973; Greenberg, 197 0; Jaros, et al, 1968; Sears,
1975) feelings to the

political world were not positive.

Later studies done in different times when there was less
political consensus among the general public also produced
evidence contrary to any model of continuous positive sup
port (Artherton, 1974, 1975; Sears, 1975; Tolley, 1973).
It seems to become clear that there is no universal assump
tion concerning the positive or negative nature of
political attitudes in children.

Instead the responses

seem dependent upon the type of students being surveyed,
the historical period when the research is conducted and
the type of methods used in the survey administration.
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Another theory that has been recently challenged is
that in the development of attitudes toward political
authority the attachment is formed to the office rather
than to the occupant of the office.

The ability to distin

guish between office holder and the office was believed to
develop only with political maturity.

This theory was

supported by the comparative studies of attitudes toward
the President conducted by Easton and Hess during the Pres
idency of Eisenhower and Kennedy.

The highly positive

feelings towards both men when they were President seemed
to suggest that party identification and differing occupa
tions did not affect the perception of the office (Hess,
1963).
Easton and Hess (1960) attempted to further refine
this thesis by determining if the position orientation was
toward the position of authority or toward the specific
stimulus by asking students to respond to questions about
the President of China identical to questions asked about
the United States President.

Although in all categories

the perception of the President of China was less favorable
than it was for the President of the United States, it was
still generally favorable.

From this they concluded that

the positive attitudes were directed to the office regard
less of the individual office holder.

Greenstein (1965,

p. 30) offered further collaboration with his observation
that, although cynicism toward political figures was
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widespread among adults, public respect for the role and
symbolic position could be observed in the way a Presi
dent* s popularity was observed by the polls to increase
immediately after his election or sudden assumption of the
office.

These early researchers all assumed that these

studies indicated respect for the President regardless of
the office occupant.

It would appear, however, that their

questions were not always successful in distinguishing the
object of respect.
This weakness was pointed out when the traditional
ideas about the nature and development of children's atti
tudes toward political authority faced one of their first
major challenges when the theories were enlarged by Roberta
Sigel's studies (1968, pp. 216-226) with school children in
Detroit.

In a survey administered shortly after the

assassination of President Kennedy, an attempt was made to
shed light on the question "Is the President merely a sym
bol of leadership who will be loved irrespective of the
political stands he takes, or is he seen as a genuine poli
tical figure who stands for specific political principles?"
The goal was to see if the children's articulation of Pres
ident Kennedy had political content that was specific to
him.

The general results were to suggest that the child’s

image of the President is indeed more political and issue
related than the landmark research by Greenstein, Easton
and Hess had suggested.

In response to the open-ended

question "What do you remember most about President
Kennedy?" as early as the fourth grade 24% of the students
gave political responses.

On the question "What can you

remember that President Kennedy did in his job?" a large
majority of the responses were political.

It is also note

worthy that these political responses were not related to
descriptions of the Presidents role (he makes laws) but
were concerned with relevant political issues.

Within the

political responses, frequent reference was made to Kenne
dy’s efforts in civil rights (especially important to the
respondents in Detroit where it was a major issue). Age
was shown to relate directly to political awareness. Of
the surveyed fourth graders 37% thought of the President
in personal terms, but by the time students reached the
twelfth grade only one percent failed to see the President
in a political orientation as evidenced by political
responses to the open-ended questions.

The major increase

in political information appeared to occur around the
seventh or eighth grade.

The Sigel data alone does not

contradict the traditional image of the "benevolent leader
but draws the boundaries on the operation of the benevo
lence to exclude child-related activities and to concen
trate on important matters of the state.
It is impossible to draw definitive conclusions from
the contrasting impressions presented in the previous
studies because each study used different questions and
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criteria to measure the nature of young peoples attach
ments.

It does seem, however, that the early model of

blind attachment to a President, regardless of the office
holder, is again seriously challenged.
The contribution of Sigel's socialization research
(1968) was that it confirmed the early childhood awareness
of the President and emphasized the previously unstressed
specific and political nature of the attachment of some
students to the country's foremost political authority
figure.

If children could have a political awareness of an

individual President, it also seemed to imply that it would
be possible for children to differentiate between Presi
dents.

Recent literature appears to confirm this notion.

In spite of a preponderance of studies showing members of
racial minority groups to be less positive than whites
toward political authority (Abramson, 1972; Garcia, 1973;
Greenberg, 197 0; Liebschutz & Niemi, 1969), Sears (1975)
found in time of supportive Presidential activities for
civil rights black children's responses were more positive
toward President Johnson than were white responses.

The

noticeable differences in the range of positive-negative
responses toward political authority shown in the recent
studies noted earlier in this chapter were conducted during
the Presidencies of various men and this seems to further
imply that the office occupant and his actions rather than
just respect for the office do indeed affect the nature of
children's affective responses to political authority.
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The Source of Attitudes Toward Political Authority
If the development of attitudes toward political
authority

i s considered to have a possible importance for

the maintenance of a political system and new trends in
the nature of these attitudes are becoming visible, it
becomes especially interesting to consider the source of
these attitudes.

Generally, it is assumed that most poli

tical learning can be acquired through both deliberate,
conscious teaching and incidental exposure.

This training

teaches politically relevant lessons and social values with
political potential and shapes the individual personality
which in turn contributes to the perception, formulation
and articulation of political attitudes.

Specifically the

development of political attitudes seems to be influenced
by two types of sources:
1.

external forces with which the child is in con
tact, i.e. family, school, peers, mass media,
etc., and

2.

internal influences or individual psychological
needs within the child.

The primary external agency of influence is usually
thought to be the family.

Within the family environment,

the child is exposed to and learns from his parents their
expressed and observed attitudes toward political figures.
Some researchers claim that the positive nature of chil
dren's early orientations to political authority can, in
part, be attributed to the tendency of parents to shelter
their children from cynicism and the disillusioning side
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of politics and to "sugar coat" political explanations
(Greenstein, 1965; Sigel, 1968).
The family seems to offer another type of effect in
that within the family a child has his first experience
with authority, and these experiences and attitudes toward
parental authority can be transferred to political author
ity figures.

This would explain the fact that early

orientations to political authority are affective in
nature and affixed before cognitive knowledge concerning
the authority figure is well developed.

Within this con

cept, it would follow that as a child matures and receives
additional cues he would be increasingly able to distin
guish between authority figures.

Eason and Hess attempted

to test the validity of this hypothesis by comparing re
sponses to the benevolence, honesty, and competence in a
child's view of his father and the President.

If orienta

tions to the President were merely an extension of attitudes
toward the father, the images would be very congruent.

It

appears, however, even for the youngest children that dis
tinctions exist between the two authority figures.

Among

all aged respondents, the public nature of the President's
role seems to be in evidence as the father is usually
chosen as superior in the qualities of honesty and benevo
lence and the President in the areas of job competence and
knowledge (Easton & Hess, 1960).

Further support comes

from Jaros, et al., when they find little effect of father
absence (1968).
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Although a childfs family experience must certainly
affect attitudes toward political authority, the relation
ship appears to be more complex than a simple transfer.
Several theories suggest that early positive attitudes
toward authority are greatly influenced by the psychologi
cal needs of the child.

Greenstein (1965) commented that

in considering how children acquire their idealized concepts
of political authority it was necessary to consider not
only the agencies of socialization but also what children
are able to absorb and what they selectively perceive and
misperceive.
Easton and Hess (1962) theorized that the image a
child projects into political authority is not an image of
his father, but rather a model of the ideal father.

They

continued that the child needed to idealize authority as
benign, solicitous and wise as protection against the
child's own feelings of insecurity and vulnerability.

In

this manner the child attempted to deal with his own feel
ings of powerlessness and aggression against authority.
Dean Jaros (1967) objected that the Easton-Hess
theory of compensatory feelings toward authority did not
have a firm, empirical basis.

With data collected in a

Detroit study, he suggested the existence of another dimen
sion of children's imagery of the President, his strength
and coercive ability.

Jaros recognized the influence of

parental behavior upon children's developing orientation
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and behavior patterns.

He suggested that warm, affection

ate parental behavior would naturally lead a child to
identify and comply willingly with acceptable social
standards and consequently regard political authority as
benign.

He also noted that severely repressive experiences

in childhood might create a child with an "authoritarian
personality."

The authoritarian child would not, however,

direct his hostilities against authority for fear of
sanctions, but might turn them against less defensive ele
ments in society that could not threaten the child.

The

authoritarian children would be oriented toward a strong,
political leader, and they would be most positive in their
regard for the authority figure.

This respect, however,

could be attributed to perceptions of the leader's ability
to demand obedience through strength and will.

In his

study, Jaros (1967, p. 385) found a positive correlation
of .45 between authoritarianism in the children (as mea
sured by a standard authoritarian scale) and their tendency
to view the President in terms of power and obedience
rather than benevolence.

While there are some weaknesses

and inconcsistencies in this study, i.e. no correlation
found between parental guidance and authoritarianism in
children, the study does offer more insights into the com
plexities which may exist behind positive attitudes toward
authority.
The newer research which shows trends toward less
positive attitudes toward political authority offers some
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major challenges to theories on the source of political
attitudes.

While it might have been logical to view the

overwhelmingly idealized responses of early studies and
talk of universal psychological needs within children to
view political authority in positive terms, that hardly
seems a reasonable explanation now.

It is possible to sug

gest that internal needs of children have not seriously
changed in the intervening years, but the external forces
with which they come in contact have changed.

This leads

to the conclusion that external forces are the major source
of political attitudes.

In a sub-culture known for pos

sessing negative attitudes toward authority (Jaros, et al.,
1968) the researchers found negativism reflected in the
attitudes of the children.

In fatherless homes the chil

dren showed slightly less negativism, suggesting that the
absence of one major transmitting external force weakened
the transfer of prevailing, in this case negative,
attitudes.
Other arguments supporting the strength of external
forces are found in the studies of Artherton (1974) which
showed a drop in children's attitudes just as adult opinion
polls were recording similar drops and Abramson's research
(1972) which indicated that the positive attitudes of young
blacks were falling just as black adults were voicing dis
satisfaction in the government and riots were occurring.
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Of the external sources influencing attitudes the
family continues to occupy a primary position.

Even the

much discussed "adolescent rebellion" does not seem to
account for the development of significantly different atti
tudes than those held by parents (Lane, 1959; Middleton &
Putney, 1963).
Each source which serves as an agency to transmit
political attitudes when viewed separately seems to have
its limitations.

The major contribution of the external

forces seems to be in placing the child into an environment
which in total influences his attitudes (Greely, 1975;
Jaros & Kolson, 1974; Mendelsohn & Luby, 1970).
An especially important element of the environment
which has played an obvious influencing role in recent
years has been the "historical times" as discussed in Chap
ter II.

Dramatic political events, i.e. assassinations,

Vietnam and Watergate, have apparently served as powerful
socializing agents.
While psychological differences within children have
influenced how they will react to the stimuli of external
forces, the responses of children to political authority
appear to have been on individual basis rather than on
generalized, internal needs within all children.

It can,

therefore, be anticipated that children's attitudes toward
political authority cannot be expected to remain stable but
will continue to reflect changes and fluctuations around
them.
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In summary, in the consideration of why the develop
ment of children's attitudes toward political authority is
important, it seems that for most children the first con
tact with the political system is usually an awareness of
political authorities.

There have been enough exceptions

noted, however, to conclude that this early awareness is
dependent on the political system rather than needs within
the child.

The old assumption that this first contact

should be positive to ensure later support for the system
has been seriously questioned by studies, especially among
minority students where no correlations seem to exist.

Any

serious consideration that there is a link between early
attitudes and later political behavior seems very specula
tive and tenuous.
The early findings of highly idealized attitudes
toward political authority figures based on the needs
within children have been seriously shaken by numerous later
studies showing negative attitudes among students.

It would

appear that the attitudes of children toward political
authority are not universal in their nature, but are based
on the times, the subjects of the socialization, the ob
jects of the socialization and even the methods used in
assessing attitudes.
Disagreement has also surrounded the question of
whether children form attachment to the office of President
rather than the office holders.

This first assumption was
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the conclusion of early researchers but has been ques
tioned in later studies where the surveyed students showed
awareness of the political differences of individual Pres
idents and the tendency to support Presidents compatible
with their own interests.
On the issue of the source of attitudes toward poli
tical authority, it appears that internal forces such as
psychological make-up do affect the needs and possibly the
political perception of children but that these forces do
not adequately explain the development of political
attitudes.

As trends are noted in changing attitudes, it

appears that the primary force in shaping attitudes toward
political authority is the entire environment of the child
including family, friends, media, school and even the times.

CHAPTER IV
ACQUISITION OF POLITICAL INTEREST,
KNOWLEDGE AND PARTY AFFILIATION
The involvement and consequential political behavior
of adults appears to be determined greatly by their indi
vidual interest in the political world, the level of their
political information, and their political party affilia
tion.

If it is accepted that the antecedents of these

adult political orientations are in childhood, then it
becomes important how the child reflects on these signi
ficant areas.
It is the purpose of this chapter to explore the
political interest, knowledge and party attachments among
the seventh graders surveyed.

Their responses will also

be compared with the findings from earlier studies.
The Development of Political Interest
Earlier studies have shown that some level of poli
tical awareness is present even in very young children
(Easton & Hess, 1962; Greenstein, 1965) but it is clear
that politics is not a major concern of children.

One

group of researchers offered the distinction that "aware
ness is simply conceived as the state of knowing of the
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existence of something and may differ from interest, which
denotes a 'caring about'" (Kornberg, Smith, Bromley, 1969,
p. 432) . What are the factors that affect the development
of political interest?

One seems to be maturation.

Her

bert Hyman (1959) noted that political interest appears to
increase with age and Fred Greenstein (1965) observed that
not until the students in his survey reached the seventh
grade did the majority give a political response to an
open-ended question on "What would you wish for?"
Perhaps the strongest argument that can be made is
that the development of political interest depends in
large part on the environment in which the child is being
socialized.

In a comparative study of elite socialization

in Canada and in the United States, the researchers found
in the less political environment of Canada, political
interest appeared to develop later than in respondents in
the United States (Kornberg et al., 1969).

A primary com

ponent of the political environment would be the "historical
times" (discussed in Chapter II).

In a comparative panel

study of students in 1966 and 1968, Sigel and Brookes
(1974) attempted to determine the relative effects of
maturation and the "times" on responses.

From this re

search they concluded that the "times" were a very impor
tant factor in the development of political interest.

In

the 1968 survey they found interest in politics up about
50% over 1966 in all age groups in political talk and
and curiosity (p. 116).
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Since the Virginia study was conducted in the Spring
of 1968 during a time of dramatic political events (Pres
idential primaries, political assassinations, and debate
on Vietnam), it is expected that the students will display
high political interest.

When asked the open-ended ques

tion "If you could change the world in any way you wanted,
what change would you make?" Table 4.1 shows the Virginia
responses.
TABLE 4.1
Virginia Survey Responses to Question on
How to Change the World

Political responses*

72%

Non-political responses**

18

Don11 Know or No Change

10

N = 825

100%

*Categories coded as political included wishes for inter
national peace, end to all crime and violence, end to
communism, alterations in government and social changes.
x*Categories coded as non-political included purely childrelated wishes and desires for non-political change (i.e.
find a cure for cancer).
When Greenstein (1965, p. 68) used a similar ques
tion, 52% of the upper SES seventh graders and 39% of the
lower SES seventh graders offered political responses.

The

contrast between this indication of interest found in the
two studies is even more evident when it is noted that in
the New Haven study the question was used at the end of the
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questionnaire in which many political responses were eli
cited while in the Virginia survey it was used as the first
substantive question without any political cues.
When asked the question "Will you vote when you are
of age?" the Virginia students were very similar to their
New Haven counterparts.

This is shown in Table 4.2 which

compares voting intentions among both groups. The only
noticeable difference is in the greater propensity of the
Virginia sample to give substantive responses.
TABLE 4.2
Comparison between Virginiaand New Haven
Responses on Plans to Vote*
Virginia Respondents

New Haven Respondents

90%

86%

Do not plan to
vote

6

4

Don't know

4

10

Plan to vote

N = 825

100%

N = 135

100%

*from Greenstein (1960a,p. 123).
The inclination of New Haven respondents to have more
"don't knows" might be some slight indication of less
interest than among the Virginia respondents.
Earlier research had noted a further influence of the
environment on political interest.

It had been noted that

respondents whose parents were interested in politics were
more than twice as likely as other children to express
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interest in politics (Key, 1967, p. 301).
study there was no survey of parents.

In the Virginia

However, owing to

its greater closeness to Washington, D.C., generally parent
interest and involvement in government should be higher in
the schools in Fairfax (suburban Washington, D.C.) than in
Henrico (suburban Richmond, Virginia). Both the higher
level of parent interest and the general level of high
political interest throughout the area would probably have
an effect on student interest.

It was expected, therefore,

that the students in Fairfax would display higher political
interest than their counterparts in Henrico.

Table 4.3

shows the differences in interest found in the two Virginia
schools.
TABLE 4.3
Comparison of Political Interest
by Schools in Virginia Survey
Henrico Co.

Fairfax Co

Political response to
wish question

68%

75%

Desire for political
vocation

10

17

Plans to vote

89

90

Only in the area of voting plans is interest not
correlated with locale.

It would appear that voting is

such a widely acceptable norm that it does not serve as an
effective indication of difference in interest or as later
shown in either sex or income background.
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The Acquisition of Political Information
One idea within political socialization which appears
to be universally accepted is that the acquisition of poli
tical information is related to age.

Consistently the

information level of the youngest respondents has been very
low, and it is only with maturation of the students that
knowledge increases (Easton & Dennis, 1969; Greenstein,
1965).

In fact, the acquisition of political information

appears to occur so rapidly that Greenstein (196 0a) con
cluded that by the time students reached the eighth grade
they, in comparison with the level of adult knowledge, were
reasonably well informed about the major political insti
tutions.

Other research (Jennings & Niemi, 1974) showed

that in a comparison with their parents, high school
seniors appeared to know more about the structure and oper
ation of government.

Within this development of informa

tion there appear to be several noticeable trends.

In most

instances it appears that students learn about the national
government prior to acquiring information about state and
local government and at each grade level continue to show
more accuracy involving national government (Easton &
Dennis, 1969; Greenstein, 1960a, 1965).

It has also been

noticeable that within each level of government, the
learning about political executives precedes the learning
of institutions and remains more accurate (Easton & Dennis,
1969; Greenstein, 1960a, 1965).

A possible explanation for
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these patterns is argued by Greenstein (1965) as both
reflecting prevailing adult information and fulfilling the
needs of the child to view the world in a hierarchical
frame.

This also fits into the Easton and Dennis (1969)

theory that in the United States children learn of the
political world first through visible individuals and only
later through institutions.

This is further reinforced by

research on the acquisition of knowledge on political
parties (Hess & Torney, 1967; Sears, 1975).

These research

ers noted that children were more accurate in naming famous
party members than in describing party differences. This
continues to support the idea that government is first
seen in a personalized view.
If there is any validity to the idea advanced by
Greenstein (1965, p. 56) that "the more important a politi
cal orientation is in the behavior of adults, the earlier
it will be found to emerge in the learning of a child" then
it is possible that a child will cling to these feelings of
one part of government being superior to another.

It can

be argued with acknowledgement of other influences also
that perhaps recent trends in government, in which the fed
eral has become more powerful than the state or local, and
the executive stronger than the legislative or judicial
branches, have been influenced by these learning trends evi
dent in children.

Of course, this would also work in

reverse as the federal government and executive branch
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become more visible and powerful, it would be probable
that children would learn earlier and more about them than
their weaker counterparts.
It is expected that these trends in information acqui
sition would continue to hold true within the Virginia
survey.

It could also be anticipated that the level of

measured political knowledge might be related to the level
of political interest with higher interest resulting in
more knowledge, since when a person has an interest in a
subject he will pay more attention to the subject and thus
acquire more information and, conversely, more knowledge
should lead to increased interest.
The Virginia survey revealed the following responses
on information questions in Table 4.4.
TABLE 4.4
Virginia Survey Responses on Political Information
Pres. Pres.
Job
Name
Name
Reasonably
accurate

98%

Inaccurate

1

Don11 know

1

Total

100%

Gen.
Gov.
Cong. Asbly.
Job

Sup.
Ct.

40%

25%

66%

36%

28

4

27

8

9

44

16

56

48

25

54

30

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

56%

26%

From examination of Table 4.4 it is clear that stu
dents know more about national than state government.
accuracy of answers for the President and the Congress

The
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exceed the accuracy of answers for the Governor and the
General Assembly.

Support for the hypothesis that more is

known about executives than legislatures is mixed.

While

it is true that more respondents could accurately name the
President than describe other branches of government, the
answers revealed more accurate knowledge in Congressional
job descriptions than for the Presidents job or for the
Governor's name or job.

It also shows that a higher per

centage of the students were able to accurately describe
the job of the General Assembly.than could describe the
Governor's job.
this discrepancy.

There could be several explanations for
Since these respondents were seventh

graders, they represent the older students as used by
Greenstein (1965) and Easton and Dennis (1969) and could
be showing the trend of older students to move from a per
sonalized to an institutionalized view7 of government.

A

more plausible explanation is probably that the nature of
the testing instrument made it easier to accurately des
cribe the legal role of the legislature than the more com
plex administrative-legal role of executives.
It also seems significant that there are fewer "don't
knows" in answering questions about the President than for
other parts of government.

This could indicate that, des

pite inaccuracy, more importance is placed on the Presidency.
Respondents might feel that the President is so important
that they should know what his job involves, but without
the same concern toward Congress they might be more willing
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to indicate they "don't know."
The Virginia research clearly supports Sear's finding
(Sears, 197 5) that the young people know more about persons
connected with political parties than about party ideology.
Table 4.5 shows the Virginia responses on party information.
TABLE 4.5
Virginia Survey Responses on Information
about Political Parties
Name a
Famous
Democrat
Accurate
Inaccurate
No Answer
Total

Name a
Famous
Republican

Describe
Difference
Between Parties

56%

42%

18%

3

7

23

41

51

59

100%

100%

100%

The accuracy rate for naming famous party members far
exceeds the ability to describe party differences.
this might be an indication of students

While

learning about

political individuals prior to learning of political groups,
it might also be the difference in questions between the
difficulty of merely naming someone and in accurately des
cribing something.

The students were 14% more accurate in

naming a famous Democrat than in naming a famous Republican.
A possible explanation for this discrepancy might be that at
the time of the survey in 1968 both the national government
(President and Congress) and the state government (Governor
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and General Assembly) were controlled by the Democratic
Party, thus producing more visible Democrats.
It was expected that there might be a relationship
between increased political interest and increased level of
information.

This theory is supported when the Virginia

students are examined.

Students judged as high in politi

cal interest because of political choices on the wish and
vocation questions score a mean of 5.39 on an index of
correct answers to ten knowledge questions, while those
students who did not have high political interest (students
who made non-political responses on one or both wish or
vocation questions) show knowledge index scores of 4.55.
Aside from student's interest in appears that politi
calization of environment might affect political knowledge.
Greenstein (1965, p. 63, 1975, p. 1377) found the locale
in which the students lived to greatly influence their
knowledge of political leaders.

His research in New Haven

revealed the students there had a high familiarity with a
highly visible mayor, but students in nearby communities
were only moderately informed about their local leaders.
The importance of the local scene in acquiring political
knowledge is supported by the Virginia research.

The prox

imity of the Fairfax students to the District of Columbia
makes it probable that their main exposure will be to
national news, while the students in Henrico, a suburb of
Richmond, the state capital, should have a higher exposure
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to state news.

It would seem probable that the exposure

as affected by their locale would influence the students
in their acquisition of political information.

Table 4.6

shows such a comparison between the Virginia schools on
information questions.
TABLE 4.6
Comparison Between Virginia Schools on Information
Henrico Co.

Fairfax Co.

President's name accurate
President's job accurate

98%
55

97%
57

Governor1s name accurate
Governor’s job accurate

83
35

14
19

Congress accurate
General Assembly accurate
Supreme Court accurate
Name Democrat accurate
Name Republican accurate
Party difference accurate

63
58
18
45
38
14

68
24
31
62
45
20

On questions dealing with the Presidency, there are
no differences between the two localities.

This is proba

bly because the President is such a prominent figure that
his visibility extends to all areas.

On the areas of

national knowledge, such as Congress, Supreme Court and
political parties, the Fairfax students indeed outscore
their Henrico counterparts.

The most convincing support

for this theory, however, comes from an examination of the
comparative scores on state government questions. The
Henrico students score a whopping 69% higher in accuracy in
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naming the Governor, 16% higher in accurately describing
the Governor’s job and 34% higher in accurately describing
the state legislature.

From this it is possible to theorize

that national political information is disseminated widely
enough that even though the locality does seem to affect
its spread, the effect is more muted than the spread of
state news which is more local in interest.

This seems to

support the importance of the locale upon the development
of political information in young respondents.Within any single locality, however, students develop
their political information differently.

It is probable

that the source of the information affects its development.
What is the source of political information?

There are

many difficulties in ascertaining the source of political
information for children.

When any child is exposed to a

large number of sources, all political socialization is
certainly influenced by numerous contacts.

It is especially

tenuous for a child to determine which of the many influ
ences have been major for him.

Within the total socializa

tion process, it is also difficult to determine what agents
might have influenced the separate areas of acquisition of
interest, knowledge and attitude.

All of these handicaps

have not prevented many researchers from offering opinions
on the major source of political information.

The most

popular choices have been the home, the school, and the
media.

While the home has been a forerunner in attention
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as a source of political attitudes, its influence on poli
tical knowledge has been challenged.

Even when Jennings

and Niemi (1974, p. 101) found a moderately strong correla
tion of .25 between student and parent knowledge, they
stressed it was higher on areas which the school did not
cover.

Other researchers stressed that the level of parent

knowledge was not as important as the effectiveness of the
parent in transmitting knowledge to the student (Chaffee,
McLeod and Wackman, 1973) .
With the increase in effectiveness of the news media,
especially television, in reporting news, it is possible
to speculate it might have a major influence.

Indeed, in a

study of Watergate opinions, Artherton (1974) found that
45% of the young respondents cited the news media as their
main source of Watergate information while 30% cited their
parents.

In a survey on student reactions to the war in

Vietnam, another researcher (Tolley, 1973) noted that the
children cited television as the main source of information
on Vietnam.

In a study of other young people evidence was

found that media consumption accounts for some changes in
political knowledge (Chaffee, Ward & Tipton, 1970).

It

would appear that the media, especially television, at least
in the evaluation of the respondents, does serve as a major
supplier of political information.

This information, how

ever, seems to be limited in the studies previously men
tioned to dramatic political events and issues.
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It would appear that schools also serve an important
role as providers of political information.

Several

studies favored the theory that civic courses in the
schools were accompanied by increases, though very small,
in information levels, but these changes were found only
among black students (Jennings, Langton & Niemi, 1974).
The greatest success of the schools in this area was in
the teaching of government operations and political
parties.

When Jennings and Niemi (1974, p. 95) compared

high school seniors and their parents in political informa
tion questions, the students scored higher in knowledge of
structure and operation of government.

Since both parents

and students had been exposed to the new media, it could
not be the source of the students' superior government
operation knowledge.

Instead it could probably be attri

buted to the information that the students had recently
been exposed to in the schools.
The effectiveness of the schools to add to political
information has been limited because in the past most of
the school study of government has been done in the upper
grades after the political orientations of many students
have already been formed.

This theory has gained support

in studies which show that the students who show the
largest information increases after school civic courses
are completed are those who entered the courses with lower
information levels (Button, 1974; Jennings, Langton &
Niemi, 1974).

A further limit on the school as a provider
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of political information is that even the studies that
showed correlations between civic courses and political
information note that the correlations are often so weak
as to be almost trivial and subject to further weakening
as time passes (Jennings & Niemi, 1974).
All the possible sources of political information
suffer from limits, but at least in the area of governmental
operation the schools as argued above seem to have more
influence.

Since the information questions in the Virginia

survey deal with structure of government, it is expected
that the school will be chosen by the surveyed students as
the primary source of political information.

Table 4.7

reveals the responses of the Virginia students on their
perceived sources of information.
TABLE 4.7
Virginia Survey Responses to Question
"Where do you think you have learned most of what
you know about government?11
Henrico

Fairfax.

Total

At home from parents

9%

16%

13%

From watching TV

9

15

13

72

60

64

From friends

1

0

1

From church

0

0

0

From teachers at school

Other
No answer

2
7
100%
N= 310

3
6
100%
N=515

2
7
100%
N=r825
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These students have clearly indicated they believe
the school to be their major source of political knowledge.
It is interesting, however, that among the Fairfax stu
dents, who come from an area in which there is a large
concentration of government employees and expected interest
in government, there is a noticeable tendency to cite the
family more than among their Henrico counterparts.

This

leads to some possible speculation that the influence of
the family in areas of political information is higher
among politicized families because they have more political
knowledge to pass on to their children and more interest in
discussing the topic.
A further examination of how the source of political
information affects the level of information is presented
in Table 4.8 which shows knowledge scores by cited source
of knowledge.
TABLE 4.8
Virginia Survey Mean Knowledge Scores
by Cited Source of Knowledge
Home

4.30

N=109

Television

4.23

N=104

School

4.84

N=532

>

The data from Table 4.8 indicates that the political
information scores were highest among students who believed
school was the most important source of knowledge and least
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from those students who cited television as their main
source.

This appears to contradict the findings of an

earlier study of young people (Chafee, 1970) in which
students who used the mass media most showed the highest
information levels.

One explanation for the discrepancy

could be that the Chafee study referred to all mass media
whereas the Virginia study just referred to television.
It is possible to speculate that the use of newspapers,
magazines, etc. might be so effective in disseminating
information as to make compensation for television.
Another explanation of the discrepancy might be that Chafee
compared actual television hours watched, as reported by
students, with knowledge while in the Virginia study only
student perceptions of source of information were used.
It could be that a student watched television a great deal
and learned much political information from it but did not
perceive of it as the source of information.

Another pos

sibility might be that the respondents who selected televi
sion might not be accurate in suggesting that they use
television to get political information, but rather that
they are frequent television watchers regardless of the
type of programming.

Indiscriminate television watching

could not be expected to lead to the acquisition of politi
cal information.
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The Formation of Partisan Attachments
Gne distinctive feature of the political system of
the United States has been the relative stability and
endurance of its two major political parties.
probable that this stability

It seems

might be both the cause and

the result of how young members of the society acquire
their partisan attachments.

Several studies (Dennis &

McCrone, 1970; Kornberg, et al., 1969) have shown that in
countries characterized by stable political parties, chil
dren appear to choose their party identification earlier
than in countries with party fragmentations.
Examination of previous studies done in the area of
how political orientations are acquired led Herbert Hyman
(1959, p. 46) to conclude that the adult political pattern
established earliest in life was party affiliation.

One

major study (Hess & Torney, 1967, p. 90) showed that 55%
of the fifth graders surveyed had a party preference.

In

Greenstein's survey (1965, p. 73) 61% of the fifth graders
were able to indicate a partisan attachment.

Earlier

studies have also indicated that these partisan attachments
are formed prior to the acquisition of much knowledge about
the political parties (Greenstein, 1965; Jennings & Niemi,
1974) .
A significant factor in the future importance of
these early party identifications revolves around the ques
tion of whether they will be enduring attachments.

When
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Jennings and Niemi (1974, p. 265) noticed a close correla
tion between eighth graders, high school seniors and adults
in choosing to classify themselves as independents, they
saw this as an indication that the high school years are a
time of partisan solidification rather than change.
In a three-wave study to determine the partisan
stability of elementary-aged students in California
(Vaillancourt & Niemi, 1974, pp. 126-148) over a six-month
time period, aggregate stability was observed but indivi
dual stability was much less firm.

While there were

relatively small percentages of shifts from one party to
another, there was much movement within independent and
don't know groups.

In spite of the research which showed

only 50% of the white and 35% of the black respondents
remaining perfectly stable,., the conclusion of the report
was that, although there appears to be much flexibility in
partisan attachments of young people, they are sufficiently
stable, especially in relation to other kinds of political
orientations, to be an important part of theories on
socialization and electoral behavior.
Even if there is some general acceptance that the
partisan choices of young adults show some stability (at
least more durable than other political orientations), this
is usually qualified by the notation that the stability is
affected by the times.

Researchers in political socializa

tion (Beck, 1974; Hyman, 1959; Sears, 1975) have acknow-
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ledged that the strength of party commitment is probably
the weakest among those who have held their party attach
ments the least time, usually the youngest.

Thus, they

suggest that in times of partisan realignment or in the
face of strong forces and pressures, these young partisans
will be most likely to change.
Throughout this paper continued reference has been
made to the effect the "times" (as described in Chapter II)
might have on the process of political socialization.
David Sears (1975, p. 119) has expressed the opinion that
the "historical times" might have an effect on the age at
which children assume partisan attachments.

In studies in

California among school children in 1968 and 1971 among
students in grades five through eight he found only 37%
of the students to have party identification.

This figure

is much lower than the partisan identification statistics
cited earlier in the chapter referring to studies during a
different time period (Greenstein, 1965; Hess & Torney,
1967).

The decrease in party identification might also be

attributed to the differences in the samples.

The earlier

Jennings & Niemi (1974) survey had used a nationwide sample
while Sears (1975) used California, a state known for its
political diversity.
Within the Virginia survey it was expected that chil
dren would form party attachments early and prior to party
knowledge.

Since, however, the "times" of the 1968
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Virginia survey were characterized by more political turbu
lence than the relative calm of the early studies, it was
expected that in the presence of so many, often conflicting,
political cues it would be more difficult for students to
make party choices.

The findings of the Sears study (1975)

mentioned in the previous paragraph strengthened this
expectation.

The following Table 4.9 shows a comparison

in party attachments between the Virginia survey and surveys
in New Haven, Chicago and California.
TABLE 4.9
Comparison Between Party Attachment in Seventh Graders
in Virginia, New Haven, Chicago and California Surveys*
Va.
(1968)

New Haven
(1960)

Expresses party
preference

59%

69%

Responds to question
on party difference

42

35

Accurately describes
party difference

18

23

Chicago
(1960)
64%

Calif.
(1968)
37%

*New Haven (Greenstein, 1965, pp. 68, 73); Chicago (Hess &
Torney, 1967, p. 196); California (Sears, 1975, p. 71).
Examination of Table 4.9 reveals that the New Haven
students were the most numerous in expressing party
preference.

It has been suggested that one explanation for

their high party identification might be the strongly parti
san nature of the locale (Jennings & Niemi, 197 4) but the
tendency to frequent partisan identification is also seen
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in the Chicago data.

While a majority of the Virginia

respondents do make party choices, they clearly fall
between the earlier studies and the California findings.
From this it is possible to speculate that the times of
the late 60's have had a confusing effect in making it
more difficult to choose a party preference.

What then

could explain the wide variance between the Virginia and
the California responses collected during a similar time
period?

While it would be very difficult to prove, one

reason for these differences might be within the political
nature of the two states.

In the late 1960's California

was a well identified center of conflicting political ideo
logies, while Virginia was more removed from the mainstream
of the swirling political debate.

It is hard to be sure

but in such contrasting settings it might have been easier
for the Virginia students to make party choices than for
the California students.
The Virginia research clearly supports the thesis
that partisan attachment precedes knowledge of party
difference.

Fifty-nine percent of the Virginia respondents

were able to choose a political party preference but only
forty-two percent even attempted to explain a party dif
ference and of these attempts only 18% were reasonably
accurate.
If party identification is seen as being formed early
and without benefit of significant knowledge about party
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difference, it becomes interesting as to what is the major
influence on,the decision.

Most of the literature points

directly to the source with which the young child has the
most contact, the family.

The family, as has been noted

earlier in this chapter, seems to be weak as a transmitter
of political information and as will be discussed in Chap
ter V is often limited as an influence on political issues.
Study after study, however, has cited significant correla
tions between students and parents on party choice.

Even

in one study in which students indicated they did not think
young people should follow the party of their parents, more
than one-half of the students chose their parents1 party
and only four percent chose an opposite party (Hess &
Torney, 1967, p. 70).

Greenstein (1965) found that among

seventh graders only two percent rejected the party of
their parents.

Further evidence was cited by Hyman (1959,

p. 69) who found in his review of socialization studies a
student-to-parent party correlation of approximately .5,
Jennings and Niemi (1974, p. 39) who reported a correlation
of .47 and Connell (1972) who noted a correlation of .6.
It has been suggested (Jennings & Niemi, 1974, p. 62)
that the transfer that does occur is the result of a
laissez-faire absorption since most of the parents surveyed
stated that they did not attempt to influence the partisan
choice of their children and only one-third had any idea of
their children’s probable choice.

It would appear that the
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political system in which the transfer is occurring would
also have an influence as studies (Percheron, 197 3) have
indicated a higher incidence of parent-to-child party
correlation in countries with stable party systems than
in those with fragmented parties.
In spite of the fact that the young person appears
more likely to acquire his party inclination than any other
political orientation from his parents, it should be noted
that even this transmission has many limitations.

It has

been noted that most parent-to-student correlations on
party are determined on the basis of students' reports and
that such methodology has a flaw in that students tend to
exaggerate in their expectations that all sources agree
with them (Jennings & Niemi, 1974).
In a comparative study of high school seniors and
their parents Jennings and Niemi (1974, p. 40) show that
though the actual rejection of parent party has been low
the students were 12% more likely than their parents to
classify themselves as Independents.

Explanations for

this difference might be found in maturational or genera
tional differences.

Another explanation (Hess & Torney,

1967) might be that teachers who feel not allowed to
influence party choices might instead exert their influence
in teaching the advantages of being an Independent.
Another limitation on the influence of parents is
noted in the inability of parents to pass on information
about party differences.

In Jennings and Niemi research

(1974) only seven percent of the parents and students
report the same party difference.

This is not too sur

prising since this chapter has earlier noted that the
schools, not the family, might be the best teachers of
political knowledge, and it is really not too significant
to a discussion of partisan attachment since it has been
noted that party identification is usually formed long
before party knowledge is acquired.

If the family is a

significant factor directing party attachment, the next
question which remains is what within the family affects
the success or failure of the transfer.

A major factor

appears to be the uniformity of agreement within the
family.

Studies (Hyman, 1959; Jennings & Niemi, 1974;

Key, 1967; Langton, 1969) have shown that when both parents
are members of the same political party the child is more
likely to also belong to the same party than when the
parents represent heterogeneous partisan positions.

The

traditional belief of male dominance on the political views
of the family has also undergone a challenge as recent
studies (Jennings, Langton and Niemi, 1974) have noted that
in heterogeneous partisan families the mother has been
shown to have more ability to pull the child to her politi
cal party than has the father.

It can be speculated that

this is because party attachment is formed in the early
years and at that time the child is usually closer to the
mother than to the father.
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In spite of much discussion of adolescent rebellion
from parental views, studies show it does not appear to
surface as a rejection of parental political views very
often.

When it does occur it is usually limited to families

in which politicalization is high (Langton, 1969).
The function of other sources on partisan attachment
have been seen as mainly supportive.

In cases where

friends, teachers and siblings all agree with the student’s
parents' party choice, all are offering uniform cues and
the chances of a child choosing that party are greatly
increased (Jennings & Niemi, 1974).
It is expected that the surveyed Virginia respondents
would also have parental influence as a major determinant
of party choice.

It might be anticipated that in the

times of the late 60's the parent transfer might be more
limited than in earlier studies done in more stable times
as more differing partisan cues were being confronted.

It

might also be anticipated that within the two Virginia
locales surveyed, students in the more politicized area
(Fairfax) might be more likely to see the political arena
as an area in which to reject their parents' views.

Table

4.10 shows Virginia survey correlations between students'
party choices and that of other sources.
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TABLE 4.10
Virginia Survey Correlations Between Students 1
Party Choices and That of Other Sources
Dem. Rep. Dem. Rep. Dem. Rep. Dem.
Fa.
Fa.
Mot. Mot. Tea. Tea. Fr.

Rep.
Fr.

Republican
student

13%

73%

12%

73%

33%

28%

21%

42%

Democratic
student

69

14

70

13

37

21

42

17

N = 226 Republican students
N = 259 Democratic students

Examination of Table 4.10 supports the idea of
parents as a major force in partisan choice.

Among students

in both parties the agreement between the individual's party
and that of his parents is higher than between the indivi
dual and teachers or friends.

Even though the percentages

of agreement are highest for parents, only in one case
(Republican students indicating teacher's party choices)
do students indicate a source where they believe more mem
bers belong to a party other than the same as the
respondents.

Of the four sources of father, mother, teacher

and friend, the teacher influence appears smallest.

It

should be noted, however, that the Virginia responses were
limited to recall by the students.

There is some diffi

culty in comparing the results of this study with other
studies on party choice because in the Virginia survey no
choice of Independent was provided and this would probably
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have forced some Independents into a party position rather
than select a "don't know" response.

In spite of this

handicap it does appear that the Virginia students are more
likely to reject the party of their parents and even choose
an opposite party than was indicated by the earlier studies
cited (Greenstein, 1960a; Jennings & Niemi, 1974).

Among

the Virginia respondents 14% indicate party choices oppo
site their fathers and 13% choose a party different from
their mother.

This as mentioned earlier could be in part

a consequence of the more disruptive nature of the politi
cal "times" of the Virginia survey.
Table 4.11 tests the differences in student-parent
party relationships in the two surveyed Virginia schools.
TABLE 4.11
Virginia Survey Comparison Between Henrico and Fairfax
Students in Student-Parent Party Relationships
Party
Same As
Father1s

Reject
Father's
Party

Party
Reject
Same As Mother's
Mother's
Party

Henrico

78%

13%

80%

11%

Fairfax

66

15

66

14

In Table 4.11 it is possible to note there are
noticeable differences with the two schools in the studentparent party correlations.

By fairly large margins the

Henrico students are more likely to follow the party of
their parents than are their Fairfax counterparts.

It is
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possible to speculate that the differences in the politi
cal setting of the schools might be responsible for the
divergencies.

The active political climate in which the

Fairfax school is located could be producing more conflict
ing cues to partisan attachment.

This difference also

supports the previously mentioned idea that rebellion
against partisan attachments is most likely to occur within
families in which politics is seen as more important than
in less politically concerned families, and it is possible
to generalize that the operation of the government is
viewed as more important to the families living in Fairfax.
In summary, perhaps

the most frequently recurring

theme in the acquisition of political interest, knowledge
and partisan attachment within children has been the impor
tance that the "historical times" and the locale have had
on the process.

Within the 1968 Virginia study the stu

dents showed higher political interest than found in the
earlier studies conducted during less dramatic, political
times.

The students who lived within the more highly poli

tical community also displayed more political interest than
the students in the other school.
A few trends were noted to run through the develop
ment of political knowledge.

Generally the Virginia

students seemed to know more about national than state
government but this too appeared to be affected by the
environment in which the socialization was occurring.

The
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students who resided close to the center of state govern
ment were much better informed on state government than
the respondents in the other school, and those who resided
in a suburb of Washington, D.C. were better informed on
the national government.

While many forces seemed to aid

in teaching political information according to the Virginia
respondents' own perceptions, the schools were most instru
mental in the development of political knowledge.
While the majority of the Virginia respondents had
made partisan choices, the percentages of aligned students
were lower than in studies conducted in different times,
again suggesting the presence of period effects.

It

appeared that among the Virginia respondents party attach
ments were formed prior to party knowledge.

The major

source of partisan attachments appeared to be the parents
but these parent-to-student correlations were lower than
noted in previous studies.

CHAPTER V
THE AFFECTIVE VIEW OF THE POLITICAL WORLD

It is certainly easier to measure knowledge than it
is to measure feelings.

In spite of this methodological

difficulty, perhaps the major component in political
socialization is the development of a child's affective
view of the political world.

The purpose of this chapter

is to shed some light on the subject through an examination
of the responses to the Virginia survey.
be considered are:

The questions to

Is the rise of political cynicism the

result of a trend in juvenile political socialization?
What is the relationship between knowledge and the develop
ment of political attitudes?

and How does the source

influence the development of political opinion?
The Rise of Political Cynicism
As mentioned in some detail in Chapter III, the most
notable consistency of the early political socialization
studies was found in the overwhelmingly positive nature of
the young respondents1 attitudes towards political authori
ties and the political world in general (Easton & Hess,
1962; Easton & Dennis, 1969; Greenstein, 1965; Hess &
Torney, 1967).

When later studies began to note less posi93
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tive attitudes, many explanations were offered.

On the

one hand the theory was advanced that the subjects (white,
urban children) used in the earlier studies were the cause
of the positive attitudes and these researchers were able
to present new works showing less positive attitudes among
members of sub-cultures and minority groups (Greenberg,
1970; Jaros, et al., 1968; Liebschutz & Niemi, 197 4; Sears,
1975).

Another body of research suggested the earlier

positive attitudes were the results of the calmness and
consensus of the times in which the surveys were conducted.
Numerous studies conducted during the times of Vietnam pro
test and Watergate disclosures showed less positive and
sometimes even negative evaluations and reactions to the
political realm (Artherton, 1974, 1975; Hershy & Hill,
1975; Sears, 1975; Tolley, 1973).

Even in the major

defense of the "benevolent leader" theory Greenstein (1975)
noted that the students tended to be more critical of the
political world than they had been in his earlier work
(Greenstein, 1965) and that cynicism was more apparent in
the post-Watergate responses than in the pre-Watergate
answers.
The students surveyed in the Virginia study were
actually fairly similar (predominantly white, suburban
children) to those used in the earlier landmark research
so it could not be expected that dramatic differences in
attitudes would appear because of differences of the type
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of respondents.

The "times" in which the studies were con

ducted did, however, offer some interesting contrasts.

It

was expected that the Virginia study conducted in the
Spring of 1968 during a time of rising discontent with the
conduct of the war in Vietnam and growing disillusionment
towards the President who was in office would elicit opin
ions toward the political world somewhere between the
idealism of the late 50' s, early 60's and the cynicism of
the post-Watergate 1970's.
The positive nature of early attitudes toward politi
cal authority is basically supported in the research in
Virginia.

There is, however, a noticeable trend toward

less favorable attitudes than shown in the earlier studies.
In part this difference might be attributed to the fact that
the Virginia students were all seventh graders and that the
early survey usually used a composite of students from
fourth through eighth grade.

Since it was usually accepted

that older students tend to be more cynical towards the
political world than do younger students, it could be
expected that the Virginia survey would represent older and
therefore more critical students than in the earlier
studies.

Even this, however, does not offer adequate ex

planations because even when the scores were reported by
grade level the differences exist.

It seems reasonable to

assume that students in the 1968 Virginia survey were
responding to the "times" (as defined in Chapter II).
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TABLE 5.1
Virginia Survey Judgements by Seventh Graders
on Which Adult Roles Are Most Important
Percent Choosing Each

Roles
President of country
Doctor
School teacher
Congressman
Governor
Religious leader
Businessman
Entertainer
School principal
Professional athlete

87%
72
53
51
44
41
14
11
8
7

The main purpose of the question was to discern the
prestige enjoyed by political authority figures.

The

findings indicate that the President is indeed considered
superior in importance to other positions, but this same
prestige does not seem to hold for other political figures.
The Congressman is considered less important than either
the doctor or the school teacher and the Governor recedes
still further, very close to the religious leader.

Green-

stein's findings (1965) indicated a similar position of
importance for the President, but his other political
authority figure (the mayor) enjoyed a similar status to
the President.

His survey, however, is based on the judge

ments of younger (fourth grade) respondents and conducted
in New Haven when the Mayor was a very well known figure.
In spite of the unique factors inherent in the different
localities surveyed and the different roles used, it is
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feasible to speculate that even with maturity the student
continues to assign the President to a high status in com
parison to other positions, but role differentiation caused
separate judgements to be rendered for other political
authority roles.

An automatic superior prestige position

is not enjoyed merely because it is a position of politi
cal authority.
The highly positive attitudes in the earlier studies
were shown to apply whether the questions were designed
to elicit opinions of government in general, politicians,
or specific office holders.

Easton and Dennis (1969,

p. 134) noted that among the surveyed eighth graders 59%
expressed belief that "the government never or rarely makes
mistakes."

Hess and Torney (1967, p. 63) observed that

among eighth graders 76% agreed that "what goes on in
government is all for the best" and between 80% and 90% of
all surveyed students in all grades agreed with the state
ment that "the United States government knows what is best
for the people."

When asked to evaluate the government

the Virginia respondents answered as shown in Table 5.2
TABLE 5.2
Virginia Survey Responses on Trust in Government
Government rarely makes mistakes
Government sometimes makes mistakes
Government often makes mistakes
N.=820

8%

59
33
100%.
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While the wording of responses makes a totally accu
rate comparison difficult, it is clear that only a small
percentage (8%) of the Virginia respondents believe that
mistakes on the part of the government are rare.

It is

also noticeable that though the students concede the falli
bility of the government more students choose the middle
ground than the more negative choice available.
Both earlier and later research has been consistent
in the finding that in questions in which the term "politi
cian" is used the ratings are more negative than in ques
tions directed towards specific elected officials (Arthe.rton, 1975; Hess & Torney, 1967).

In spite of this Hess and

Torney (1967) found the following reactions among surveyed
seventh graders as shown in Table 5.3
TABLE 5.3
Hess and Torney Survey R e s p o n s e s
Among Seventh Graders to Politicians*
More honest than anyone
Less sneaky than almost anyone
Always or almost always keeps promises
Less selfish than almost anyone

48 .6%
44.8
36.9
41.7

*Taken from Hess and Torney (1967, p. 76).
It should be noted, however, that the responses were
related to the age of respondents with increasing cynicism
corresponding directly to the grade level of the student.
By contrast in a survey conducted during the Watergate
scandal (Artherton, 1974, p. 279) it was reported that only
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19% to 21% of the students, depending on grade, disagreed
with the statement that dishonesty appeared more common in
politics than in other careers.

The same survey showed

that, while students still believed politicians to be more
powerful than others, they were also rated as more selfish,
less intelligent, more dishonest and less likely to keep
promises than people in other vocations.

This is even more

surprising when it is noted that these responses were col
lected from third, fourth and fifth-grade students in an
age bracket in which cynicism is usually not expected.
Even in a study conducted in the relative calm of the Ford
Presidency, when attitudes toward the President were again
beginning to rise, evaluations of politicians in general
were maintaining the low position shown during Watergate
days (Artherton, 197 5).
As might be expected, the Virginia research reveals
answers somewhere between these attitudes.

Table 5.4 shows

the Virginia reactions on a question about politicians.
TABLE 5.4
Virginia Survey Responses on Honesty of Politicans
Politicians are honest:
all of the time
most of the time
some of the time
never

3%

46
44
3

1 00

While only a small number of students choose either
extreme choice, most chose a more neutral ground with a
very slight edge to the more positive choice.

While the

Virginia students were not displaying the negative atti
tudes of later studies, it is clear that in this 1968
survey the beginnings of attitudes of cynicism toward poli
ticians are emerging.
It would be anticipated that similar patterns would
also be shown in surveying attitudes towards the- most visi
ble political figure, the President.

When responses in the

Virginia survey on attitudes towards chief executives were
compared with the results found in the study by Greenstein
(1965), the results are shown in Table 5.5.
TABLE 5.5
Comparison Between Children’s Evaluations of
Political Executives in Virginia and New Haven*
President
New Haven Virginia

Governor
New Haven Virginia

Very good

71%

15%

40%

20%

Fairly good

21

51

28

25

Not very good

4

18

2

2

Bad

1

9

0

2

Don11 know

4

7

30

51

*Taken from Greenstein (.1965, p. 37); New Haven figures
were composite for grades 4- 8.
Even though a majority (66%) of the Virginia responses
are positive toward the President, the positive responses
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are both lower in number and in degree than the earlier
New Haven responses.

The major difference being in the

increased reluctancy by the Virginia respondents to choose
the most positive (very good) category.

So while the Vir

ginia responses still show positive feelings for the Presi
dent they are not as strong or idealized as those in the
earlier study.

A similar pattern is noticeable in reac

tions to the Governor but a comparative problem exists in
that there are sc many "don't know" responses among the
Virginia students.

The increase in the percent of students

choosing "don't know" in the Virginia survey might also
have a significance.

Sigel and Brookes (1978) found an

increase in "don't know" responses in a study comparing
two different years and speculated that it might indicate
a slow movement toward more negative responses rather than
simply lower levels of knowledge or interest.

Perhaps the

"don't knows" within the Virginia responses also indicate
students with new doubts.
Table 5.6 compares the Virginia responses to a simi
lar question used on two California studies by Sears (1975).
In -this comparison it is possible to see that the Virginia
responses are still more positive than those of the Cali
fornia studies.

It is likely that the differing political

climates of the two states and the fact that the California
students were composed of a larger percentage of minority
students may have created some of the differences between
the results of the two tests both conducted in 1968.
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TABLE 5.6
Comparison Between Children's Responses to the President
in Virginia Study in 1968 and California Studies
in 1968 and 1971*
Like

Dislike

Don 11 Know

1968 Va. Study (Pres. Johnson)

66%

27%

1968 Calif. Study (Pres. Johnson)

46

23

30

1971 Calif. Study (Pres. Nixon)

31

29

30

6%

*taken from Sears (1975, p. 101); California students
between 9-14 years of age.
The fact, however, that the respondents in 1971 registered
even more negative reactions than their 1968 California
counterparts seems to reinforce the effect that "times"
have upon student opinion.

From examination of these few

surveys dealing with attitudes toward the political world
it is possible to notice a trend of growing cynicism with
the 1968 Virginia study appearing to stand somewhere on the
early edge of the trend.
The Relationship of Knowledge to Attitudes
One major finding that has been supported in many
studies (Easton & Dennis, 1969; Greenstein, 1965; Langton,
1969) has been that young people form affective judgements
towards the political world prior to having knowledge.
This finding is supported in the Virginia study as shown in
Table 5.7.
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TABLE 5.7
Comparison Between Accurate Knowledge of Political World
and Willingness to Evaluate
Pres.
Name Job
98%

Accurate
Makes Evaluation

56%
93%

Gov.
Name Job
25%

25%
49%

Gen.
Sup.
Cong. Asbly. Ct .
Job
Job
Job
66%

36%

26%

76

41

64

In each case there are more students willing to eval
uate a political executive or institution than are able
accurately to answer information questions.

It is notice

able that there is a closer relationship between knowledge
accuracy and willingness to evaluate for political institu
tions than for political executives.

For Congress 10% more

students gave evaluations than were able to accurately de
scribe Congress's job and for the General Assembly 5% more
gave evaluations than correct answers.

In contrast 37%

more students evaluated the President than accurately de
scribed his job and 24% more evaluated the Governor than
correctly described his job.

Since a majority of all these

feelings were positive, it might suggest that blind loyalty
is less likely to occur prior to knowledge for political
institutions than for political executives.
Chapter IV discusses that certain patterns in the
development of political knowledge have frequently
recurred.

Noteworthy among these patterns, especially among
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younger students, has been the observation that students
often seem to consider political executives as more impor
tant than political institutions and the national government
more significant than the state government.

Based on these

patterns it might be reasonable to expect executives to re
ceive higher evaluations than institutions and for feelings
toward national government affiliates to be more positive
than those directed towards state government.

Table 5.8

reports how Virginia students rate the branches of govern
ment.
TABLE 5.8
Virginia Survey on Student Responses
to Government Officials*

Pres. Gov.

Gen.
Sup.
Cong. Asbly. Ct.

Very good

15%

20%

19%

12%

28%

Fairly good

51

25

43

23

27

Not very good

18

2

11

3

5

Bad

9

2

3

3

3

Don11 know

6

51

24

58

36

*Question was "What kind of job has the President, Governor,
etc. been doing?"
This theory is not disputed by the 'Virginia data but
its support is limited.

Any attempt to compare evaluations

of the President and the Governor are seriously hampered by
the large number of "don't know" responses to the Governor.
When the students do respond they appear more likely to
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give both positive and negative evaluations to the Presi
dent than to the Governor.

Among the students who do

respond the Governor does better than the President.

This

might reflect reactions to a President who has been con
troversial ana a Governor who has not.

Another explanation

may be that the earlier theories might be more applicable
to younger children than used in the Virginia survey.

One

evaluation that stands out as being more positive (at
least in the "very good" category) is that towards the
Supreme Court.

This might be the result of a trend that

other researchers (Easton & Dennis, 1969; Hess & Torney,
1967) had noticed that among older students the Supreme
Court seems to enjoy a special prestige.

It has also been

suggested that this respect might be more related to the
words "supreme" and "court" than to an awareness of the
institution (Greenstein, 1975, p. 1393).
Chapter IV also showed that the students in one
school district (Henrico) in the Virginia survey scored
much higher on knowledge of state government while students
from the other location (Fairfax) showed slightly more
knowledge of national government.

This led to the question

as to whether these knowledge learnings might account for
some differences in attitudes.

Table 5.9 shows a compari

son of affective responses by school.
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TABLE 5.9
Virginia Survey Comparison by Schools on Evaluations

Very good

Pres.
H
F

Gov.
H
F

Cong.
H
F

6% 21%

36% 10%

18% 19%

Sup.
Ct.
H
F

Gen.
Asbly.
H
F
22%

5%

24% 30!

Fairly good

44

56

35

19

40

45

33

18

26

28

Not very good

30

11

1

2

8

13

4

2

4

5

Bad

13

5

1

2

2

4

2

3

3

2

7

6

26

66

32

19

39

70

43

33

Don 11 know
N Henrico = 310
N Fairfax = 515

Again the number of "don't knows" used especially by
Fairfax students on questions concerning state government
are noticeable and tend to cloud comparisons, but in spite
of this it appears that the students do tend to give higher
rating to areas in which they have more knowledge.

The

Henrico students had earlier shown more knowledge than
their counterparts on state government and now are seen to
give higher rating to the Governor and General Assembly
than do the students from Fairfax.

The Fairfax students

who have been noted as being more informed on national
government give more positive evaluations to the President,
Congress and the Supreme Court than do their counterparts.
The question of the effect of the level of knowledge
upon political attitudes is not simple to answer.

Among
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earlier researchers (Greenstein, 1965) the theory was
advanced that with more political knowledge came more poli
tical sophistication and thus a lowering of the tendency
to idealize political participants.

The Virginia research,

however, at least in a comparison of schools showed a
correlation between higher knowledge and more positive
attitudes.

One possible explanation for this contrast with

earlier findings might be that although the attitudes of
the Virginia respondents were positive they were not at the
high idealizing level of the earlier studies and thus per
haps not as subject to change once more knowledge was
introduced.

The greatest impact of knowledge appears to

have been on unrealistic attitudes.
Source of Political Opinions
Again, as in the attempt to determine the source of
political knowledge and party affiliation, it is difficult
to find a single source of political attitudes.

Primary

attention is usually focused on the family as the major
influence.

While the role of the family does not seem as

strong in the development of political attitudes as it
does in determining party identification, most research
cites the family as the major source of political atti
tudes (Greenstein, 1965; Jennings & Niemi, 197 4; Tolley,
1973; Wrightsman, 1964).

Major qualifications presented

include the theory that the extent of family influence is
affected by the nature of the society in which the
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socialization occurs with family influence greater in more
traditional societies than in dynamic, rapidly changing
societies (Key, 1967.) .

It has also been noted that the

degree of influence of the family could also involve both
the structure and the dynamics that exist within the unit,
i.e. how parents relate to children and political homo
geneity of the parents (Beck, 1977; Jennings & Niemi, 1974;
Pinner, 1965).
The strongest advocates of the family's role are
willing to concede that it is limited.

Even in families

in which the parents hold homogeneous political views, the
defection of their children occurs more frequently when
the parents represent views in conflict with the national
norm (Jennings & Niemi, 1974).

The correlation of parent

and child views also seems to vary greatly from issue to
issue with more salient issues showing higher correlations.
In studies on cynicism, very low pair correlation was seen
between views of parents and their children (Jennings &
Niemi, 1974).

Studies of siblings have noted only low

correlations in opinions, thus suggesting further limits
on the family's influence (Hess & Torney, 1967; Hyman,
1959).

Another criticism of reliance on the importance of

the family's socializing influence has come from those who
have noted that the high correlations between parent-student
attitudes

often come in studies in which the methodology

promoted these findings.

This could happen in studies in
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which students had to recall parents1 views or take home
questionnaires and only one-third usually responded (Con
nell, 1972).

The findings seem to indicate that other

sources besides the family also play a role in influencing
political opinions.
In citing other sources as opinion influencers, one
popular choice has been that the general environment is
more important than specific people (Gustafsson, 1974;
Jaros & Kolson, 1974).

Other studies have supported the

schools1 role, citing how as students get older their
views become more similar to the views of their teachers
(Hess & Torney, 1967).

This movement toward the teacher

could be just a sign of moving closer to all adults
including the parents.

Yet another study found a higher

correlation between the type of school a student attended
(Quaker, parochial, military, or public) and opinions than
with any other variable (Connell, 1973).

Any tendency to

overreact to the findings is limited, however, by reports
that teacher-to-student correlations are shown as being
lower than parent-student comparisons (Jennings & Niemi,
1974).

It has also been noted that the number of govern

ment courses taken in school seems to have almost no
influence on attitudes.
A third possible source of political attitudes might
be peers.

Research has shown that peers may be important

influences in certain circumstances such as when politics
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are very important to the peer group (Sigel, 197 0) or when
the issue is youth related (Jennings & Niemi, 1974).

Since

it appears that peer influence is strongest among certain
age groups, those who believe that the most important
socialization takes place during adolescence are more
likely to believe in the significance of peer influences
on political opinions than those who believe that major
political socialization has occurred in the pre-adolescent
years (Beck, 1977).

Another researcher has suggested that

while those young people who have been strongly influenced
by their peers may be low in number they may actually
represent a distinctive group whose attitudes have been
well thought out and discussed, and they may be dispropor
tionately interested and active and thus significant
(Silbinger, 1977) .
Again it seems clear that many agents are important
within the acquisition of attitudes.

Attitudes are con

stantly forming and it would appear that the dominant agent
in the child's life at that particular time would likely be
most influential on political attitudes.
A unique argument has also been raised that a hidden
socializer of political opinion among a limited number of
students might indeed be the political socialization
researcher.

Since in re-testing students it has been

observed that with each re-test fewer "don't know"
responses occur, Vaillancourt (1973) has suggested that the
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testing procedure may be creating opinions rather than
just measuring them.

It is doubtful, however, how stable

these choices could be expected to remain.
In the research of Greenstein (1960a) when asked the
question "If you could vote, who would be best to ask for
voting advice" between 70% and 76% of the respondents indi
cated their parents and only 24% to 29% chose other sources.
Even though the question is not a perfect indicator of
influence on attitude, it does reflect the student's idea
of where to seek opinions.

It would be expected that in

the Virginia research students would continue to cite
parents as a major source of political advice; but just as
the unsettled political times had an effect on the degree
of transfer between parents and children on partisan
choices, a similar trend might be expected showing less
dependence on the parents as influences on opinion than
cited in the Greenstein study (1960a).

Table 5.10 shows

the Virginia responses on voting advice.
TABLE 5.10
Virginia Survey Responses to
"Who Would You Ask for Voting Advice?"
Father
Mother
Friend
Teacher
Miscellaneous
Sibling
No answer

46%
11
11
10
8

3
11
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These responses indicate that the parents, especially
the fathers, continue to be the strongest influencers of
political opinion.

By comparison, however, only 57% of

the Virginia respondents cite their parents in contrast to
the New Haven survey in which 70%to 76% (depending on
social class and grade) cited their parents.

The fact that

the father is chosen with such greater frequency than the
mother offers an interesting dichotomy to the finding in
Chapter IV which showed students more likely to reject the
party of their father than the party of their mother.

One

possible explanation for this difference might be that in
a society in which men are expected to be more political
the students feel that their fathers are better sources
than their mothers but, in fact, the mothers may exert
more influence in some cases.

This would, however, be

limited because, while mothers might be effective in influ
encing, they are often also receiving political influence
from their husbands.
One final remaining question is whether the source of
political opinion has any influence on the development of
positive attitudes.

Since the data reveals no clear rela

tion between the two it might be concluded that for the
Virginia respondents source of voting advice does not seem
to have a clear influence on the positive or negative
nature of attitudes held.
In summary, perhaps the most important finding that
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the Virginia survey reveals on the development of an affec
tive view of the political world is that the students have
positive feelings toward the political world.

The fact

that the attitudes of the Virginia students appear on a
scale somewhere between the idealization of the early 60's
and the cynicism of the 70's does show that at least for
this decade there has been a trend towards a lessening of
young people's idealization of the political world and an
increase in cynicism.

Whether this will be a continuing

trend or was merely a reaction to unique historical times
will not be known until more time has passed and more stu
dents are available on student reactions to more tranquil
times in the mid- and late 70's.
The Virginia research continues to support the theory
that political attitudes are formed prior to the acquisi
tion of political information, but the importance of the
locale in which the student lives seems to play a major
part in attitudes developed toward specific areas of the
government.

While students in the two schools showed only

minor differences (3.71 in Henrico and 3.73 in Fairfax) in
mean index of positive attitudes, there were larger dif
ferences in specific attitudes.

It would also appear that

there is some correlation between the level of knowledge
and the tendency to positive attitudes. Although this
theory was only tested in limited ways, the students with
more political knowledge appear to have more positive
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attitudes.

While the family was shown to be limited in

its ability to pass on political attitudes, it was shown
in the Virginia survey to at least be considered by the
respondents as their major source of political advice.

CHAPTER VI
THE INFLUENCE OF SEX AND SOCIAL CLASS
ON POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION

Frequent arguments within this paper have supported
the importance of the general conditions or environment,
i.e., "the times" and "the locale" upon the process of poli
tical socialization.

Acceptance of this should not

detract from the effect that individual differences may
have an important impact on political socialization.

The

two variables which have probably been examined most often
in socialization studies are sex and socio-economic
background.

It is the purpose of this chapter to review

the literature dealing with the effect of these two factors
in the political development of young people.

The Virginia

survey data will also be examined to see if differences in
sex and socio-economic status appear to be related to
differences in political interest, knowledge and attitude.
The Influence of Sex Differences on Political Socialization
Any observation of the participation of adults in
politics reveals wide differences in the roles played by
men and women.

Men show greater interest, expertise and

involvement in the political world both in voting
115
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performance and office holding (Lane, 1959; Lipset, 1960).
But what are the causes of these differences?

Some theor

ists suggest that these political differences are merely
an extension of genetic differences between the sexes
which cause men to be more aggressive and women to be more
nurturing (Davies, 1977, p. 152).
Another school of thought seeks the answers in the
experiences and situations encountered in the adult's life.
It has often been suggested (Campbell, Converse, Miller &
Stokes, 1964? Lipset, 1963) that the child-rearing
responsibilities of women have limited their involvement
in the political world.

Others argue that the absence of

women in the outside work force has inhibited their poli
tical involvement (Anderson, 1975, pp. 447-450) .
A final explanation which this paper will be most
concerned with is that political sex differences are the
results of socialization within the life of the young
child.

This theory is that women's traditional role of

non-participation in politics has not been the result of
restrictions but rather from the internalization of cul
tural norms that are visible even in childhood.

It has

also been argued that these traditional socialization pat
terns have been changing but would still be most prevalent
in groups of young people growing up in societies most
influenced by the older traditions such as the South
[Campbell, et al., 1964).
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In an analysis considering sex differences in elec
tion participation Susan Welch concluded that once
structural and situational factors were controlled there
were no real differences in political participation based
on sex.

This led to her conclusion that political partici

pant sex differences were not the results of childhood
internalization of political roles, but rather from adult
status such as employment and education (Welch, 1977).
This paper will not attempt to test which of these
theories of sex differences best explain adult political
behavior, but rather will examine if there are differences
in the political orientations of young people based on sex.
(If insignificant differences are noted, it does lend some
support to Welch's theory that political socialization is
not the cause of adult sex differences.)
Early political socialization studies (Easton & Den
nis, 1969; Greenstein, 1965; Hess & Torney, 1967; Hyman,
1959) supported the idea that sex differences in political
orientations do exist among even very young children.

In

spite of their existence, these sex differences were usual
ly not so great compared with the adult political world.
Jennings and Niemi (1974, p. 309) even suggested that sex
differences in political orientation were declining with
each new generation.

Indeed, recent studies have found a

pronounced narrowing of the political differences between
boys and girls (Orum, Cohen, Grasmuck & Orum, 1974).

Since
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the Virginia study was conducted in a time frame between
the earlier studies noting the existence of political sex
differences in young people and the later study showing
almost no significant differences, it was anticipated that
the results of the Virginia study would fall somewhere in
the middle of these two positions.

It was expected that,

although sex differences in interest, knowledge and atti
tudes among the surveyed young people would continue to
exist, the discrepancies would not be very large.
In general, the early political socialization studies
indicated that young males expressed higher interest in
the political world than young females did.

Hyman (1959,

p. 31) noted that his review of studies showed boys to be
more directed towards politics and more likely to have ego
ideals who were political.

Greenstein (1965, p. 177)

reached a similar conclusion.

In his research he noted

that when asked the question how they would change the
world 41% of the boys proposed political change while 34%
of the girls did.

He also noted that in choosing news

stories the boys were consistently higher in naming politi
cal stories than were the girls.

Hess and Torney (1967,

p. 18 6) concurred in finding boys more interested in poli
tics but also noted that the girls were just as likely to
indicate that the norm of good citizenship should involve
participation.

This finding might explain why these early

studies did not show significant differences among the
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sexes in plans to vote (Greenstein, 1965, p. 177; Hess &
Torney, 1967, p. 186).

Further indication of the higher

political interest among boys was cited by Richard Merelman (1971, pp. 124-128) in the results of his study which
showed an edge for boys over girls of 18% to 6% in desire
to run for political office and a slight edge by boys in
willingness to indicate a party choice.
When the research of Orum, et al. (1974) failed to
uncover significant differences among boys and girls in
political interest either in actual political participa
tion, political discussion or willingness to express parti
san choices, they concluded that sex differences no longer
were an important variable in development of political
interest.

It might be significant that they did not ask a

question on future political vocation choices which might
have been more likely to have shown an interest difference.
In the Virginia research it was expected that while
sex differences in political interest would continue they
would not be as wide as they had been in the past.

It was

expected that the high political interest of the times in
which the students were surveyed (Spring 1968) and the
recent emergence of more women in political roles might
lead the girls to more political interest than in the past.
Table 6.1 shows a comparison between boys and girls in the
Virginia and New Haven survey (Greenstein, 1965, p. 117) in
responses to similar questions on political interest.
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TABLE 6.1
Comparison Between Seventh Grade Respondents
in Virginia and New Haven*
in Political Interest by Sex

Virginia
Boys Girls

New Haven
Boys Girls

"If you could change the
world, what change would
you make"
Political response
Non-political response
Don 11 know

68%
18
14

76%
18
6

44%
42
14

42%
37
21

88%

91%

82%

89%

"Do you plan to vote"
Yes
*Greenstein (1965, p. 117)
The most significant change that Table 6.1 shows is
that the girls in the Virginia survey have reversed the
findings on the question indicating desire for political
change by outdistancing the responses of the boys.

A pos

sible explanation might involve the often stated notion
that girls are more easily influenced by their environment
such as their family and the political climate because of
their greater desire to go along with the accepted trends
rather than be assertive enough to stand on their own
(Jennings & Niemi, 1974, p. 158; Levin, 1961, pp. 596-606).
In such times of dramatic political events as when the Vir
ginia survey was conducted in Spring 1968 when the general
interest in the political world was high, the interest of
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the girls might be more likely to increase than would the
boys' interest.

In plans for voting, the girls continued

to show a very slight edge.
In other measures of political interest in the Vir
ginia survey, the boys held strong leads in both political
vocation choices and willingness to indicate party
preferences.

Twenty percent of the surveyed boys indicated

an interest in political vocations while only nine percent
of the girls did.

One possible explanation for this con

tinued wide difference might be that even though in 1968
women were becoming slightly more visible in political roles
nationally there were still no women in highly visible
political roles in Virginia.

The surveyed boys in Virginia

also outdistanced the girls in willingness to express par
tisan choices by 62% for boys to 54% for girls.

Although

each sex in the Virginia survey indicated areas in which
they held an interest edge over the other, on balance it
might be suggested that the areas in which the political
socialization of interest among the young males (i.e. par
tisan attachment and desire to seek political office)
surpassed the females might be more directly related to
later active political involvement.
Early research on the acquisition of political know
ledge indicated that, despite usual patterns of girls'
greater achievement in school, boys consistently scored
higher on political information questions.

Greenstein
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(1967, p. 117) noted that the girls in his survey consis
tently gave more "don't know" responses and on a composite
political information index the surveyed boys scored 4.69
to 4.31 by the girls.

Jennings and Niemi (1974, p. 96)

found the knowledge scores of male students were higher
than the scores by females but that less difference existed
between the students than among their parents. Easton and
Dennis (1969, p. 343) noted that their research indicated
the responses of the girls to government were more per
sonalized and less sophisticated than the responses of the
boys.
The later research of Orum (Orum, et al., 1974) did
not dispute a picture of higher male student political
knowledge as in that study the only significant differences
noted were in the area of knowledge with boys consistently
scoring higher on information questions.
With such evidence suggesting the continuation of
male student superiority in political knowledge it was not
anticipated that the Virginia survey would do anything
other than support the previous findings.

It was expected,

however, that knowledge differences would be narrowing both
because of increased female interest as mentioned earlier
and the fact that the Virginia students were seventh
graders and thus older than some of the students in other
surveys.

It was expected that for the older students

increased exposure to political information through the
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schools would lessen the sex gap.

Table 6.2 does show

that among surveyed Virginia students boys indicated
slightly more political information than girls did.
TABLE 6.2
Virginia Survey Comparison on
Political Knowledge by Sex
Low
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

High
9
10

Boys

8%

12%

12%

13%

16%

14%

10%

9%

4%

1%

Girls

9

14

13

12

18

13

9

6

4

1

The difference between the mean total on political
information index of 4.74 for males and 4.46 for females
was .28.

When this is compared with the responses of

seventh graders in Greensteinfs study (196 0a, p. 24 2) on
similar information questions of a mean for males of 5.44
and for females of 4.92 for a difference of .52, it sug
gests that knowledge differences, though they continue to
exist, might be decreasing.
Table 6.3 shows a breakdown of information responses
by sex in the Virginia survey.
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Virginia Survey Information Responses by Sex
Male

Female

Name President
Accurate
Inaccurate
Don11 Know

98%
1
1

97%
1
2

Describe President's Job
Accurate
Inaccurate
Don 11 Know

54
30
16

58
27
15

Name Governor
Accurate
Inaccurate
Don't Know

21
8
71

38
2
60

Describe Governor's Job
Accurate
Inaccurate
Don't Know

26
29
45

24
25
51

Describe Congress
Accurate
Inaccurate
Don't Know

68
9
23

65
8
27

Describe General Assembly
Accurate
Inaccurate
Don't Know

39
10
50

33
9
58

Describe Supreme Court
Accurate
Inaccurate
Don't Know

25
47
28

28
41
31

Name Democrat Cor Republican)
Accurate
Inaccurate
Don11 Know
Describe Party Difference
Accurate
Inaccurate
Don't Know

61
4
35
16
23
61

(50%)
C7 )
(43 )

51 (35%)
2 (7 )
47 (58 )
19
23
58
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In spite of previous suggestions that girls tend to
see government in personalized rather than institutional
terms (Easton & Dennis, 1969, p. 343) there was no evi
dence in the results of the Virginia study that girls
scored better on questions on political persons than on
institutions.

Greenstein (1965, p. 110) had also sug

gested that females are better specialized on local poli
tics and males are better informed on national politics.
These specialties are not shown in the Virginia study.
Further support that the young males enjoy a very slight
edge in knowledge can be found in an analysis of the "don't
know" responses.

Among the male respondents an average of

37% chose the "don't know" response, while an average of
40% of the women selected "don't know."
Generally, the Virginia responses on political know
ledge offered no new revelations on sex differences in
acquisition of political knowledge but seemed to support
the consensus of a slight male advantage in this area.
There was some evidence that the male knowledge advantage
was decreasing from that found in earlier studies.
The early studies revealed no such agreement on sex
differences in the socialization of political attitudes.
The general feeling, however, seemed to be that young
girls while possessing less sophisticated ideas about
government than young boys were thus more likely to have
more positive or idealized feelings toward the political
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world.

Hess and Torney (1967, pp. 17 6-185) noted that

there appeared to be no major sex differences in general
trust of government.

Girls, however, were shown to rate

individuals in politics higher than the boys did and the
boys tended to rate political institutions higher than the
girls did.

They further noted that, while there appeared

to be no sex differences in basic attachment to the coun
try, the surveyed boys were more willing to judge the
political world by whether its actions were practical
while the girls were more likely to apply personal moral
ity to the political arena.
The later study by Orum (Orum et al., 1974) found the
only significant statistical difference among sexes on
political attitudes when young, white females showed
slightly more positive attitudes to the political world
than did their male counterparts.

Even these differences

seemed to disappear among older students leading to the
suggestion that sex differences in determining the positive
or negative nature of political attitudes was not
significant.
Within the Virginia survey it was expected that
there would not be significant sex differences in political
attitudes.

This was anticipated because the young females

in the survey as previously noted did not show a signifi
cantly less sophisticated approach to the political world
in interest and knowledge than did their male counterparts.
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It was further expected that any former tendency towards
political idealization by females would no longer be
significant.

During the time of the Virginia survey in the

Spring of 1968 political cynicism appeared to be on the
rise (as discussed in Chapters III and V) and it was
expected that these feelings of "the times" might have an
even greater effect on the political idealization of
females than on the political pragmatism of males.

Table

6.4 shows a comparison between sexes in the Virginia sur
vey in areas dealing with general feelings toward the
government.
TABLE 6.4
Virginia Survey Comparison on General FEelings
Toward Government by Sex

Male

Female

Mistakes by Government
Rarely
Sometimes
Often
Don11 Know

8%
56
35
1

8%
61
30
1

Honesty of Politicians
All of time
Most of time
Some of time
Never
Don11 Know

2
45
44
6
3

2
50
45
0
3

This seems to suggest that among the surveyed stu
dents females held a slightly more favorable view of
government and politicans than males.
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In the following Table 6.5 a further comparison by
sexes is shown in reactions to specific areas of
government.
TABLE 6.5
Virginia Survey Comparison by Sex on
Attitudes Towards Specific Areas of Government
Pres.
M
F
Percent of
those respond
ing who were
63% 79%
favorable *
Percent of
those respond
ing who were
37
unfavorable *
Percent who
did not
respond

5

M

Gov.
F

91% 96%

Congress
M
F

Gen.Asb. Sup.Ct.
M
F
M
F

78% 86%

84% 89%

86% 90%

21

9

4

22

14

16

11

14

10

8

46

56

17

30

51

66

32

41

^Favorable responses included answers of "Very good" or
"Fairly Good" to the question "What kind of job is being
done?" Unfavorable answers included responses of "Not
very good" or "Bad."
Consistently on the attitude questions the females
were higher in their "don't know" responses.

In evaluating

the President the female respondents did show a significant
tendency to display more positive attitudes (16% more posi
tive than the boys). This might have been a result of a
holdover by the females of a tendency to cling to a more
idealized view of political authority.

Although the dif

ferences were small, the female respondents were more
favorable than males in all the other categories, also.
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In summary, the sex differences in political orienta
tions shown by the Virginia respondents were usually very
slight.

Such differences which did exist usually showed

the male to be slightly more politicized than the females.
When the Virginia findings are compared with earlier and
later research on sex differences in political socializa
tion, it does appear that there is a trend towards a
lessening of sex differences in political orientations
among young people.

It would also appear that this les

sening of political differences among young boys and girls
might be both a cause and an effect of a lessening of sex
differences in the adult political arena.

Political sex

differences did not, however, appear to be a very signifi
cant variable in explaining the development of differing
perspectives toward the political world.
The Effect of Socio-Economic Status on
Political Socialization
Even in a country such as the United States which
prides itself on being a society without classes, it is
apparent that differing economic groupings do exist.
Membership in these different groups is usually determined
by education, income, possession of material prosperity and
place of residence.

Members of each, because of their

experiences, develop different values and perceptions of
the world, including the political world.

It appears that
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these differences are based on both situational and psycho
logical determinants.

It has been suggested (Lane, 1959)

that some of these determining factors are available lei
sure, financial resources, group memberships, verbal
skills and ability to see personal stakes in public policy.
Lane (1959, p. 234) has also suggested that class differ
ences in child rearing have resulted in lower-class
children having fewer intellectual and personality skills
necessary for future political participation.

Generally

members of the lower economic groupings in adults are seen
as less knowledgeable, less interested and less active
politically.

It seems reasonable to expect that these dif

ferences might also appear within children from varied
socio-economic status backgrounds.
Indeed, early political socialization studies did
reveal there was some relationship between a child's SES
and his political interest, knowledge, and feelings.
Although there were some basic areas in which very few
differences could be observed, generally children from
lower SES backgrounds displayed less political interest in
areas that might lead to future political involvement
(Greenstein, 1965? Langton, 1969) and a lower level of
political knowledge (Easton & Dennis, 1969; Greenstein,
19 65; Tolley, 1973) than children from higher SES back
grounds.

The greatest difference seemed to exist in the

area of political attitudes.

Children in the lower SES
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seemed to hold a less sophisticated idea of government and
authority figures.

The positive responses of these young

people tended to be more personalized and idealized than
the responses of their more politically mature higher SES
peers (Greenstein, 1965; Hess & Torney, 1967).
The socio-economic status of the students within the
Virginia survey was determined by dividing the students in
to non-manual and manual background groups.

These divi

sions as more completely explained in Chapter II were based
on descriptions by the students of parental occupations.
It was expected that students within these two classifica
tions in the Virginia survey would continue to show basic
political differences.

The anticipation was that in the

area of political interest and knowledge the children from
non-manual backgrounds would show more political concern
and awareness than the students from manual occupation
backgrounds.

Speculation, however, led to the premise that

in the highly political times of 1968 when the survey was
conducted extreme political naivete among lower SES chil
dren might not be present.

It was therefore expected that

the manual children in the Virginia study in 1968 would be
less idealizing and more critical of government than their
counterparts had been in earlier studies.
In Greenstein1s study in New Haven (1965) there was
a noticeable recurrence that children in the lower SES
grouping showed less interest in politics than did the
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upper SES children but these differences were not as large
as might have been expected.

Among the students surveyed

on plans to vote 85% of the students in the lower SES and
87% of the students in the upper SES gave positive responses
indicating no significant differences (Greenstein, 1965,
p. 100).

On other questions dealing with interest con

cerning how to change the world, upper SES students showed
more suggestions for political change than did the lower
SES students but the difference was again small (Green
stein, 1960a, p. 96).

In a further measure of political

interest, Greenstein found upper SES children slightly
more likely to indicate a partisan choice.

Among surveyed

seventh graders, Greenstein noted 67% in the lower SES had
a party preference while 71% in the upper SES had a
preference (1960a, chapt. 11).
The Langton study (1969) conducted among students in
Jamaica showed supporting evidence that students from lower
economic backgrounds had less political interest than stu
dents from higher economic backgrounds.
The data from the Virginia survey clearly supports
the idea that higher SES students have higher political
interest.

Table 6.6 shows the different responses on

interest areas by SES.
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TABLE 6.6
Virginia Survey Responses on Political Interest by SES

Non-Manual

Manual

Suggests Political Change
to Improve World

76%

61%

Indicated Interest in
Political Vocation

16

8

Plans to Vote

92

84

Expresses Party Choice

61

38

N=514

N=118

In each question the students from non-manual back
grounds exceeded in interest those from manual backgrounds.
It is not surprising that the non-manuals had more politi
cal suggestions to change the world, higher interest in
pursuing political vocations, greater intentions to vote
and more partisan affiliations, but in the light of earlier
research it is somewhat unexpected that the differences
would be so large.

Among comparable age groups Greenstein

found only two percent difference in plans to vote (1965,
p. 100) and four percent difference in partisan affiliation
(1965, p. 73).

The Virginia survey revealed a 6% differ

ence between SES groups in plans to vote and a 23%
difference in partisan affiliation. Of course, some of the
discrepancy might be the results of methodology, especially
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in the classification of the two different groupings, but
the differences are significant enough to suggest that
other factors might be involved.

One such factor that

might have affected the results was that Greenstein's stu
dents, in spite of SES differences, were basically homo
geneous while the students in the Virginia survey
represented more racial and cosmopolitan diversity.

This

diversity might have led to wider gaps among the SES
groupings. This idea is somewhat supported by an examina
tion of differences in SES groups in each of the schools
in the Virginia survey, as shown in Table 6.7.
TABLE 6.7
Virginia Survey Comparison of
SES Interest Responses by School

Henrico County
Non-Manual Manual
Political Wish

67%

Political Vocation

11
N=212

Fairfax County
Non-Manual Manual

63%

81%

59%

5

19

10

N=57

N=302

N=61

The contrast in interest expressed is greater among
the non-manuals and manuals in the Fairfax County school.
Since this is the school that is more diverse than the
other, this might support the idea that differences within
the student body in other areas, i.e. race and geographic
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mobility experiences might help explain SES discrepancies.
Past research has consistently upheld that children
from higher economic backgrounds have higher levels of
political information than do students from lower economic
backgrounds.

At the most basic level Easton and Dennis

(1969, p. 344) found among surveyed eighth graders 13% in
the lower SES stated they were not sure what government
meant while among the higher SES students only 5% expressed
such doubt.

These same analysts noted that the surveyed

children from higher SES backgrounds tended to move more
quickly to institutional rather than personalized views of
government (1969, p. 350).

On the more specific level, in

his study on Vietnam Tolley (1973, p. 402) found children
from upper-income backgrounds to be more informed on Viet
nam than were their less privileged peers.
In his research Greenstein (1965) found relatively
minor differences in the knowledge level of SES groups in
the areas of formal government, i.e. President, Governor,
Congress or State Legislature.

Knowledge differences,

however, were seen to exist about the more informal aspects
of political knowledge, specifically about political parties.
Greenstein noted this and argued that the school served as
an effective equalizer in dispensing information about the
formal aspects of government.

Since the school, probably

because of concern about controversy, failed to deal with
political parties sufficiently, students from the lower SES
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did not learn as much outside of school and were behind
in knowledge on the informal aspects of government.
The results of the Virginia survey suggested no such
dichotomy of SES differences in political knowledge.

As

Table 6.8 indicates in each area, the non-manual students
scored higher than the manual students.
TABLE 6.8
Virginia Survey Political Information
Responses by SES

Non-Manual
Accurately
Accurately
Accurately
Accurately
Accurately
Accurately
Accurately
Accurately
Accurately
Accurately

Names President
Describes Pres. Job
Names Governor
Describes Gov. Job
Describes Congress
Describes Gen. Assembly
Describes Supreme Court
Names Democrat
Names Republican
Describes Party Diff.

Mean Knowledge Index

98%
61
45
30
70
41
30
60
48
21

Manual
95%
45
38
18
52
30
12
40
25
11

4.99

3.53

N=514

N=118

Except for the small difference in naming the Presi
dent, the non-manuals enjoy much higher accuracy than the
manuals.

This difference appears to apply equally to for

mal government with leaders and institutions and informal
government with its political parties.
Again the contrast between Greenstein's study (1960a,
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p. 37 9) where the SES difference among seventh graders on
mean information score is .01 and the Virginia survey where
the difference is 1.46 is noticeable.

The Virginia SES gap

is clearly wider than in Greenstein*s findings.

Again

speculation leads to a consideration of the diversity of
students within the Virginia schools, and it is possible to
see that in the more homogeneous Henrico school mean infor
mation difference by SES was 1.23 while in Fairfax the mean
information difference was 1.79.

It would appear that

neither the schools nor the media was able successfully to
provide enough political information to all the students to
overcome the inequities that their home environment was
putting upon the students both in information taught and
in personal development which made them receptive or unreceptive to outside learning.
As Chapters III and V elaborated the area of politi
cal socialization which appears to have undergone the most
change is that dealing with feelings about the political
world.

The early socialization studies with a preponder

ance of positive attitudes noted there was a tendency among
students from low SES backgrounds to rate the political
world even higher than did their more affluent peers.

Hess

and Torney (1967, p. 154) reported that lower-status
children more frequently accepted authority figures as
correct, trustworthy and benign and were more acquiescent
to government.

Greenstein*s studies (1965) yielded similar
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findings.

In each category lower SES children ranked

political figures higher than did upper SES children.

This

led Greenstein to conclude that the lower SES students were
clinging to more naive and positive views of the political
world than were the more politically informed and sophisti
cated upper SES students.
Some supporting evidence for this trend was offered
in a later study by Tolley (1973) when he found middleincome students more supportive of the President's
credibility and handling of the war in Vietnam than were
children from upper-income groups.

As

the noticeable

trend of later political socialization studies focused on
an increase in negative attitudes toward political author
ity, it was noted that the negativisim was often most
apparent in sub-cultures of lower-income groups (Greenberg,
1970; Jaros, et al., 1968).

Hartwig and Tidmarch in 1974

(cited in Artherton, 1975, p. 479) made the observation
that in their research children from working-class schools
generally tended to be less favorable toward the President
than those from upper-class schools.
Why in a time of decreases in positive attitudes had
the lower SES children experienced more rapid drops?

One

speculation might be that the early studies with their
preponderance of white students did not reflect minority
opinions but that the later studies included more minority
students and they were often in the lower SES grouping.
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Another possibility might be that the earlier positive
attitudes of the lower SES children were based on political
naivete which the wider spread of political news in the
recent years had helped overcome.

Another possible cause

of lower SES disillusionment with government might involve
the fact that the lower SES class had provided a dispropor
tionate number of the soldiers for the Vietnam War.

As

disillusionment with the government's role in Vietnam
increased, it might have done the most to affect this lower
SES group because they had paid in lives the greatest cost
of the war, and this might have also influenced the newly
forming attitudes of the children in this class.

A final

possibility might be that the decade of the 60's and 70!s
seemed to mark a time of growing unrest with the attainment
of the American "dream" of prosperity for all.
It was expected that the reactions of students with
manual backgrounds in the Virginia study would not portray
the strong positivism that the early studies had shown.

It

seemed improbable that in the face of increasing public
criticism of government the trust which often led to ideal
izing government by the lower SES grouping would remain
intact.

Table 6.9 presents a comparative look by SES at

feelings toward government in general as shown in the
Virginia data.
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TABLE 6.9
Virginia Study
Affective Reactions to Government by SES

Government makes mistakes
Rarely
Sometimes
Often
Don11 know
Politicians are honest
All the time
Most of the time
Some of the time
Never
Don't know

Non-Manuals

,Manuals

7%
61
32
—

11%
49
37
3

3
50
42
3
2
N=514

3
31
47
15
4'
N=118

In each of these questions, students from non-manual
backgrounds display more positive feelings toward the
government in general.
Table 6.10 shows another comparison by SES but this
time it refers to specific government officials and
institutions.
In reactions to specific areas of government there
are no decisive findings that one SES group always has more
positive feelings than the other, but it is clear that
students from lower SES backgrounds are not always more
positive to government representatives than their affluent
peers.

It is possible to speculate that the general cli

mate of decreasing trust in government has led lower SES
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TABLE 6.10
Virginia Study of Affective Reactions
to Government Officials by SES
Non-Manuals

Manuals

President
Positive*
Negative**
Don11 Know

67%
25
8

51%
44
5

Governor
Positive
Negative
Don11 Know

46
2
52

53
8
39

Congress
Positive
Negative
Don11 Know

61
14
25

64
12
24

General Assembly
Positive
Negative
Don 11 Know

36
4
60

40
8
52

Supreme Court
Positive
Negative
Don't Know

58
6
36

47
10
43

N=514

N=118

*Positive indicates choices of "very good" or "fairly good"
on evaluation of job performance.
**Negative indicates choices of "not very good" or "bad"
on evaluation of job performance.
students to be more negative in their views of government
as reflected both by general trends and specific applica
tions to their class as discussed earlier in this chapter.
Some holdover from the "lack of sophistication" model
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discussed earlier might, however, make it more difficult
for these same lower SES students to be critical of speci
fic areas of government.

It is also possible that the

negativism later reported by Greenberg (1970) of blacks
and by Jaros (Jaros, et al., 1968) of Appalachian whites
was not just the results of unique sub-cultures of poverty
but of an increasing trend among the less affluent.
A final area in which political differences between
students from differing economic backgrounds has tradi
tionally been noted has been in source of opinions.

The

studies of Hess and Torney (1967, p. 100) observed that
among higher SES families the parents were considered the
most important source of citizenship attitudes but among
the lower SES families the teacher served as the most
important source.

Greenstein (1965, p. 103) noted that,

while the parents were cited as the major source in both
economic groups, among the lower SES students parental
influence was smaller and teacher influence greater than
among the high SES groups.

It was expected that this trend

would also exist in the Virginia data.

Table 6.11 reveals

an SES comparison on source of voting advice among
respondents in the Virginia and New Haven studies (Green
stein, 1965, p. 104).
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TABLE 6.11
Comparison by SES Among Virginia and New Haven
Seventh Graders on Source of Voting Advice
____ Virginia________
NewHaven__
Non-Manual Manual
Non-Manual Manual
Parents

56%

52%

76%

70%

Teachers

11

15

0

14

From this comparison it appears that there does not
seem to be as much difference based on SES in source of
opinion in the Virginia study as in the New Haven research.
While the parents are still more important to the manuals
than to the non-manuals, the differences are so small that
they are insignificant.

It is probable that the increased

presence of dramatic socializing forces in the highly poli
tical Spring of 1968 (time of Virginia survey) have dissi
pated the reliance either SES group had on a single source
of influence.
In summary, the Virginia data seems to point out that
political differences among children from different socio
economic backgrounds do clearly exist.

Students from non-

manual families showed higher interest in politics, more
political knowledge and generally more favorable views
toward government.

It would also appear that, while a com

parison with earlier studies indicated that the importance
of sex differences on political orientations has decreased
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and might be continuing in a trend to become less important
than in the past, the same trends to more similar political
orientations are not seen in children of different socio
economic status.

The Virginia research shows that the

political orientations of children from different economic
backgrounds are becoming increasingly divergent from that
measured in earlier studies.

It is probable, however, that

this is not as much an indication of changing views but
rather the result of using respondents who represent
greater diversity.

CHAPTER VII
IMPLICATIONS OF THE VIRGINIA STUDY

It was the purpose of this paper to compare the Vir
ginia research with other political socialization studies,
both earlier and later, to learn more about early acquisi
tion of political orientations.

Perhaps, the most consis

tent finding of this comparison has been that there seem
to be very few "laws of political socialization" based on
universal needs of children.

Instead the process of

political socialization seems to be greatly influenced by
the total environment in which the socialization takes
place and the nature of the recipients.

The Virginia sur

vey offered contrasts with earlier studies in both
"historical times" and locality.

Again and again these

variables seem to explain differences with other studies.
The importance of the environment in political socializa
tion has implications for the political system.

If the

political system were willing and able to attempt to mani
pulate these environmental conditions, it might influence
the acquisition of political orientations in children.
However, even aside from the fact that such manipulation
seems alien to a democratic system, it would also be diffi
cult to control the events and personalities which make the
145
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"historical times" and locality unique.

It can be antici

pated that new participants within the political system
will frequently be entering with different political orien
tations and expectations than those held by earlier
arrivals.

Since the major interpreters of the "times" and

the locality for children are adults, it would also be
expected, to the degree that intergenerational transmission
occurs, that as cycles are seen in political concern among
adults these similar cycles, i.e. high political concern in
times of crisis and apathy in times of political calm, will
be viewed and perpetuated in young people.
The influence of the "times" makes it especially
important that political socialization studies be conducted
in various historical time periods to determine when changes
are the results of enduring new trends and when they are
merely knee-jerk reactions to current events; i.e. is the
growth of cynicism shown in recent socialization studies
the result of more negative attitudes toward government
that will continue or is it just a short-term reaction to
disillusioning government happenings, such as Watergate.
Since the Virginia study was conducted in the Spring
of 1968, midway between the earliest and most recent
political socialization studies, it is possible to note
within the study a few findings which are consistent enough
with earlier and later studies to venture that they are
true in political socialization in a variety of contexts.
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With the comparative benefits it is also possible to note
some areas in which changes suggesting new trends in poli
tical socialization are noticeable.
In the Virginia study students seemed more interested
in the political world than in previous studies.

The study

also noted a positive relationship between higher politi
cal interest and higher political knowledge.

These fac

tors might just be a result of the highly political times
in which the study was conducted.

If they continue as

trends a more interested and knowledgeable electorate could
be forthcoming.
One previous hypothesis that the Virginia study
upheld was that children learn about the national govern
ment earlier, better and more favorably than about the
state government.

This would lead to the expectation that

new participants in the political system would continue to
support the supremacy of the national government over
challenges.

Within the Virginia survey, however, wide

differences in knowledge and attitudes towards the branches
of government existed between students living in different
localities.

It appeared that the community in which stu

dents lived influenced their development in these
orientations.

In the future as the population continues to

become more mobile regional distinctions will probably be
muted.
Within the Virginia data it was possible to notice
young people were less likely to view government in
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personalized terms and more likely than in the past to be
aware of governmental institutions.

If this orientation

is continued by the young people into their adult views,
it is possible that it could lead to emphasis on Presi
dential powers and an increase in the importance of the
legislative and judicial areas of government.
One particularly important political orientation
which seems to have undergone change is early attachment
to political parties.

The Virginia students in 1968 showed

levels of partisan affiliation in young people midway
between the higher levels of early studies and the lower
levels of more recent studies.

Again this change might

merely be a reflection of the times of political conflict
in which the later studies were conducted; but if the trend
away from political affiliation is continued and carried
into adulthood, it could have major implications for the
two-party system.

The tendency to more Independents would

mean changing alignments within the political parties as
each party could not just count

on the party regulars but

would have to court the Independents who made decisions
based on the specific candidate or issue.

This attempt to

constantly appeal to the unaligned could lead to a narrow
ing of ideological differences between the parties and even
more concentration on the "marketability" of candidates and
the popularity of political stands. This trend noticed in
the Virginia survey in 1968 has been clearly supported by
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recent partisan realignments as cited by Pomper (1975).
Perhaps, the most interesting trend observed in com
paring the Virginia data with other political socialization
studies was the steady decline in positive attitudes toward
the political world.

It is entirely possible that this

negativism was a product of the times with the decline of
positive feelings from the unique popularity of Eisenhower
to the depths of disfavor towards Nixon after Watergate.
To determine this we must wait to see how studies con
ducted under future popular and unpopular Presidents would
be reflected.

It seems probable that except in times of

extreme prevailing criticism of the government young people
will hold mainly positive feelings toward the political
world.

The effects, however, of political disillusionment

would not be completely overcome for a long time.

It is

therefore expected that forthcoming studies conducted
during the relatively calm Carter Presidency will show
positive, but not idealizing, attitudes towards the politi
cal world and its symbols.

If this tendency to disillu

sionment with the political world continues, its implica
tions for the political system could be widespread.

If

the negativism becomes deep, widespread and lasting it
could threaten the continuation of the political system.
If, however, a basically positive feeling for the system
emerges among young people who have the ability to selec
tively distinguish between different office holders, it
could lead to a strengthening of the system.
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It is possible that the children who acquired highly
positive images and expectations of political officials as
shown in the earlier studies suffered shocking disillu
sionment when confronted with the political realities of
the late 60's and early 70’s.

Children socialized during

these later periods of political cynicism might in the
adoption of more negative and less idealizing attitudes
toward government be less likely to be disillusioned in
later years.

Their expectations of government would be

limited and so their disappointments smaller.

These young

cynics would probably be less likely to protest and chal
lenge the government in disillusionment.

This lack of a

future protest movement might lead to political stability
but stagnation.

On the other hand it might mean that new

political reformers might be more realistic and more suc
cessful in dealing with the system as it is rather than
some idealized vision of how it should be.
One finding in political socialization that appeared
unchanged was the tendency of young people to form politi
cal attitudes and partisan attachments prior to acquisition
of relevant information.

This leads to an implication that

improvements in information diffusion will not necessarily
mean the formation of more knowledgeable political choices,
since most partisan choices are not based on information.
The Virginia survey supported other studies in the
finding that there is no single source of political
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orientations.

The Virginia study and later studies did,

however, indicate a lessening in the roles of parents as
political influencers compared to what had been seen in
the past.

This was reflected both in influence on partisan

choice and development of political attitudes.

While this

difference might be explained in part by the use of differ
ent methodology during differing time periods which lead to
more diversity, it could be important if parental transfer
patterns are changing.

The parental transfer pattern in

political socialization has usually been seen as a conser
vative influence.

If, indeed, the influence of the family

in political socialization is lessened, then other agencies
such as media, school, charismatic personalities, etc. will
certainly pick up part of the slack.

Greater reliance on

these as sources of political orientations might lead to
more rapid generational changes.
Within the area of sex differences in political
orientations it would appear that there are relatively few
differences that can be observed within children and that
even these differences appear to be lessening.

From this

it can be expected that, if childhood political socializing
experiences have been the cause of divergent political
behavior in the past, they will be less likely to continue
and women will become more active politically in the future.
The absence of much evidence of political sex differences
in childhood might suggest, however, that adult political
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sex differences have other origins than childhood
experiences.

Until these causes of differences in adult

political behavior are discovered and changed, major alter
ations in political sex roles might not occur.
The Virginia survey supports the contention that
political differences among children from different SES
backgrounds continue to exist and have become more
pronounced.

This could have a serious implication for the

political system.

If economic discrepancies in groupings

continue, political divisions might become more intensified.
It is felt, however, that these discrepancies are explained
in part not just by changing attitudes but in methodologi
cal differences in the Virginia and later surveys which
involved the use of a more diverse group of lower SES
students than used in earlier studies.

The finding of the

Virginia research was that teachers who had once served as
an equalizing force in the political socialization of lower
SES children were losing influence among these students.
This, within the limits of recognizing sample differences,
could imply that the SES political differences would be
even more likely to be perpetuated than they had been in
the past.
The Virginia research yields a picture of a develop
ing young person who is basically interested, knowledgeable
and favorable towards the current political system.

This

young person is, however, seen as very susceptible to being
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affected by what is happening within the political system
and how it is interpreted by the adults around him.

It

would appear that it is now the job of future political
socialization research to examine how this model continues
to change and ultimately how these changes will affect
future political behavior.

APPENDIX

QUESTIONNAIRE
B°y

48%

Girl

52%

Father's occupation

Non-Manual - 62%; Manual - 14%;

Rejects - 24%_____________________________ ________
Name of your 7th grade history teacher______________
Have you lived for at least one year in another state
besides Virginia?
50%

yes

49%

no

If you could change the world in any way you wanted,
what change would you make? Political change - 72%;
Non-Political change - 18%; Rejects - 10%_________
Check the jobs on this list that you would most like
when you are older
31% 1. entertainer
Political
32
2. school
teacher
vocations - 15%
26
3. professional athlete
3
4. school principal
Non-political
6
5. President of the country
vocations - 82%
23
6. doctor
16
7. businessman
Rejects - 3%
4
8. religious leader
3
9. governor of astate
8 10. congressman
Pick two of the following which you think best describe
what our government is
11% 1 .
4
2. George Washington
30
3. Uncle Sam
4. Voting
31
5. Supreme Court
16
6. Capitol
6
7. Congress
37
13
8. Flag
20
9. Statue of Liberty
18 10. President Johnson
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8.

Complete this statement by choosing the one which is
truest.
Our government
8%
59
33

1. rarely makes mistakes
2. sometimes makes mistakes
3. often makes mistakes

Check the names of the four most important people.
1 . entertainer

53
7
8
87
72
14

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

41

44
51
10.

school teacher
professional athlete
school principal
President of the country
doctor
businessman
religious leader
governor of a state
1 0 . congressman

Named One
Political
Named Two
Political
Named Three
Political
Named Zero
Political
Rejects -

Job-37%
Jobs-29
Jobs-29
Jobs- 4

Who is the current President of the United States?
Accurate - 56%; Inaccurate - 28%; No Answer - 16%

11.

What kind of things do you think the President does?
Accurate - 56%; Inaccurate - 28%; No Answer - 16%

12.

What kind of job has the President been doing?
6%
15
51
18
9
1

13.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

don't know
very good
fairly good
not very good
bad
Reject

Who is the current Governor of Virginia?
Accurate - 28%; Inaccurate - 4%; Rejects - 57%

14,

o\o o\°

10 %

What kind of things does the Governor do? ______
Accurate - 25%; Inaccurate - 27%; No Answer - 48%

1
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15.

What kind of job has the Governor been doing?
51%
20
25
2
2

16.

1. don *t know
2. very good
3. fairly good
4. not very good
5. bad

What kind of things does Congress do?__________
Accurate - 66%; Inaccurate - 8%; No Answer - 26%

17.

What kind of job has Congress been doing?
24%
19
43
11
3

18.

1. don11 know
2. very good
3. fairly good
4. not very good
5. bad

What kind of things does the Virginia General
Assembly do?__________________________________
Accurate - 36%; Inaccurate - 9%; No Answer - 55%

19.

What kind of job has the Virginia General Assembly
been doing?
58%
12
23
3
3
1

20.

1. don11 know
2. very good
3. fairly good
4. not very good
5. bad
Reject

What kind of things does the United States Supreme
Court do?_____________ __________________________
Accurate - 26%; Inaccurate - 44%; No Answer - 30%

21.

What kind of job has the Supreme Court been doing?
36%
28
27

5’
3
1
22.

1. don11 know
2. very good
3. fairly good
4. not very good
5. bad
Reject

Who do you think is the most important living Democrat?
Accurate - 56%; inaccurate - 3%; No Answer - 41%_____
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23.

Who do you think is the most important living
Republican?_______________________________________ _
Accurate - 42%; Inaccurate - 7%; No Answer - 51%_____

24.

Can you think of a difference between Democrats and
Republicans?_______________________________________
Accurate - 18%; Inaccurate - 23%; No Answer - 59%

25. Do you think
3%
46
44
3
4
26.

1.
2.
3.
4.

politicians are honest?

all of the time
most of the time
some of the time
never
Rejects

Not everyone who is 21 votes at election time.
you vote when you are 21?
90%

1. yes

6% 2. no

Rejects - 4%

27. Do you thinkit makes much difference which
an election?
74%

1. yes

24% 2. no

28. If you were 21 now, whom
the time?

Will

side wins

Rejects - 2%

would you vote for most of

28% 1. mostly Republicans
31
2. mostly Democrats
38 3. don't know
3
Rejects
29.

Who do you think your father would vote for most of
the time?
32% 1. mostly Democrats
32
2. mostly Republicans
31 3. don11 know
5
Rejects

30.

Who do you think your mother would vote for most of
the time?
34% 1. mostly Democrats
31
2. mostly Republicans
31 3. don't know
4
Rejects
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31.

Who do you think your history teacher would vote for
most of the time?
27%
20
48
5

32.

Who do you think most of your friends would vote for
most of the time?
26%
21
49
4

33.

1. mostly Democrats
2. mostly Republicans
3. don11 know
Rejects

Where do you think you have learned most of what you
know about government? (check one)
13%
13
64
1
0
2
1

34.

1. mostly Democrats
2. mostly Republicans
3. don11 know
Rejects

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

at home from parents
from watching television
from teachers at school
from friends
from church
someone else (write in whether the person is
a neighbor, relative, or what)
Reject

If you could vote who would be the best person you
know to ask for voting advice before you make your
own decision? (check one)
11%
3
46
11
10
8
11

1. a friend your own age
2. brother or sister
3. father
4. mother
5. teacher
6. someone else (write in whether the person is
a neighbor, relative, or what)
Rejects
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